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AMERICANS
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MAN BREAKS RECORD FOR 100

METER EVENT

MANY

NATIONS
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Oskar Clemaos Aehfeldt, then preach
ed a shory sermon In Swedish.
The Uev.. Hobert Decoursy Laffan
of London, an old rowing man and a
member of the British Olympic committer, then offerer pityer, speaking
of the gathering as in the interest of
peace and friendship..
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FLAGS OF NUMEROUS COUNTRIES
ARE DISPLAYED IN OPENING PARADE
.
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REBEL ARMY HAS ANOTHER

JLILV ft

BATTLE WARD

ADVISE

NOT TO PAY

3,500

WAGED

SALARIES

HAVE
GREATLY
RANKS OF MEXI- CAN INSURRECTOS

THE ROOSEVELT-WILSOWEIGHT CONTEST

THINNED

I

HEAVY
IS ABOUT

ATTORNEY DISAGREFS
WITH DECISION OF ATTOR
NEY

v

GAMES
GUST AVE V DECLARES
FORMALLY BEGUN THIS
second.
MORNING

enough to settle the whole fee aud
salary question, but since It Is the
opinion of eminent legal officers and
many other able lawyers that they
are not, it would appear to be Import
ant to bring the matter before tbe
higher tribunal before tbe next meet
ing of the legislature. Otherwise there
Is certain to be a difference of opin
ion as to the dates when salaries
should take effect and as to the prop
er allowances to be made for ex HOWEVER,
penses.
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THE

IS

TARIFF

District Attorney.(i
Will Psy.
considered Mr.
Ward's communication and convinc
ed themselves that, according to its
statements, they could do bo if tbey
chose without danger of encountering
any difficulties from a legal source,
the county commissioners 'today de
cided to allow the payment of certain
funds to county officials according to
the decision of Attorney.. General
This action was taken be
Clancy.
cause It was deemed the proper thing
to do under circumstances, as it was
apparent some money should be
available for maintaining the various
county offices, feeding prisoners and
carrying on the official business of
the county.
,
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A
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Commissioners
After
having)

BARNES

'

PROGRESSIVE DIF.
ARE MAKING LAST I DEMOCRATIC
FERS
WITH
NEAR THE AMERICAN
REPUBLICAN
PROGRESSIVE.
BORDER

INSURGENTS
STAND

'

MR. WARD DECLARES THE LAW
CAN BE INTERPRETED
IN
TWO WAYS

FEDERALS ARE GETTING BUSY WILL MAKE
WILL

ENDEAVOR TO CUT OFF
VANDAL ARMIES BEING SENT
INTO SONORA

Time 11 seconds.
In the fifth heat, Howard P. Drew of
Springfield, Mass., high school, won
by several yards; E. Kern of Germany wns second. Time 11 seconds.
In the ninth heat, Alva H. T. Meyer.
Athletic club won
by three yeards.
ses- Time 11
onda.

A

A

SPEECH SOON THEY MAY

THAT TIME THE NEW JER- SEY GOVERNOR WILL STATE
HIS POSITION.

ECAL

00 AS THEY CHOOSE

ADVISER

SAYS EITHER
POLICY WILL NOT CAUSE
DIFFICULTIES.

PRESIDENT WILL BE

WITH OTHER
NATIONAL CHAIRMAN.

Respectfully submitted,
,
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C. W. G. WARD,
NEW CAPITAL IS ESTABLISHED
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KING CF SWEDEN IS PRESENT

CITY EDITION.

IIILLES TO

DISTRICT
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DWINDLED TO

The whole

then sang the Luther hymr.,
"A Mighty Fortius
is Our God."
The crown prince made a brief
speech and afterward King Gustave
V. rce and formally declared the
Olympic games opned. a group of
trumpeters Btaikmed at the opposite
end of the stadium responded. The
crown prince, waving his silk hat, led
three resounding cheers, and the
march of the athletes at once began.
The first athletic victory for the
United States was won by Ira Court- ney of the Seattle Athletic club in the
third heat of the 100 metres flat. His
time was 1 seconds. E. H. Blakeney
of England was secondl "
In the fourth heat, A. F. D. Anderson of England was first and Rupert
P. Thomas of Princeton
University,

LIS VFftlt

TELEGRAPH 6ERVICE
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NEW
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'

MENTIONED

YORKER TALKED
OF AS
LEADER FOR COMING
CAMPAIGN.

ROOSEVELT

TO

SPEAK

UP

HIS STATEMENT WILL BE PRE.
LIMINAflY TO CALL FOR NEW
PARTY CONVENTION.

Be Glrt. N. J., , July 6. Governor
El Paso, Texas, July 6. Only 3,500
Stockholm, July 6. American ath
For two days the board of county
Beverly, Mass., July 6. Although
men are estimated as comprising the Wilson expressed his opinion today commissioners has been
letea got oft well In the lead in the
wrestling
President
Taft has favored the apremnant of the rebel Mexican army tnat tne hish cost of living is the witt. the problem of whe'her or nit
opening track events of the Olympic
of his secretary, C. D.
pointment
Issue
thousand
DurnlnS
of
the
hour and that to authorize the payment of salaries
games here today. Thirty
today. Desertions because of, lack of
as
chairman
Hilles,
of the republifood and money and federal triumphs at 118 heart lies the high protective to certain county officers,
spectators, among them the Swedish
can national committee with tbe acincluding
Titt-Is
an
It
their
"
have greatly reduced the insurrecto
respective
issue, he said, that members of the board, according to
royal family, cheered
tive leadership for
he will
favorites to victory while United
In the tenth heat, D. H. Jacobs of columns within the last week. Gen- - ne ePects to cover fully in his the decision of Attorney General
not insist If the national committee
of
of
the
acceptance and in every Clancy. After reading the decision cf MASONS
States entries annexed many
England won by a narrow margiit, eral Pascual Orozco today was expect- - speech
TO CELEBRATE holds different views.
' firsts in the initial heats of the 100
campaign speech tnat he may make.
beating C. P. Wilson, Coe College, ed at the new rebel capital Juarez
Mr. Clancy, which appears in another
In addition to Mr. Hilles, William
Amerilowa. Time. 10
Undoubtedly , the tariff Is at the column of this paper. District Attor
and 800 meter events, Eight
seconds. Tn hunt to launch further plans for a continu- Barnes
of New Tork, and former RepBIRTHDAY OF LODGE
cans, four Englishmen and two Cana- W'ison of Coe College in the tenth ation of the revolution. Though the center of it, he said, referring to the ney Ward has advised the commisresentative
Herbert Parsons of the
C08t
ot llvln8 "The thing is so sioners not to authorize such
dians wbn places in the finals of the heat of the 100 meterB, Jacobs ot plan of guerilla warfare originally nlgh
pay
same state, have been mentioned as
in
Interlaced
800 meter race.
of
was
called
for
public questions
a division of the rebel forall ments. His letter, which Is self-eforced to tie the Olym
England
MONDAY
AND DTUESDAY EVEN-ING- possible chairmen. Objections have
Donald F. Llppincott, of the Uni- pio record of 10
ce8 into detachments of 150 men. Gen- - kinds that the conclusion is inevit- - planatory, follows:
seconds.
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the eleventh heat, F. V, Belote, eral Orozco now has ordered that each,
heart of
versity of Pennsylvania,
Las
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been raised against Mr. Hilles.
have
1912.
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6,
Vegas,
July
TO
THAT
PURPOSE.
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of a second Chicago A. A., won, time 11 seconds. column shall contain not less thnn ,l
many of me trust
Olympic record "by
To the Honorable Board of County
On
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100
of
the
have
time
Questions
500
In
arisen out
able men to dominate the region
the twelfth heat, P. C. Gerhardt,
when he won the sixteenth heat,
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minute
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tariff,
out
Other
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you
to
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column.
San
get
Olympio
assigned
meter,
Francisco, won,
urer of San Miguel County.
next week the fiftieth anniversary of national committee, then ln Chicago,
who won firsts In these heats were beating Frank Lukeman of Quebec,
Already the rebel invasion of the from the center the high tariff you
Gentlemen:
I have read and sub- the organization ot Chainpan lodge stating that he would like to have
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ttle
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and
Canada.
get
Seattle
state
of
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Time
of
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question
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the
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Ira Courtney
begun.
seconds.
Nearly
mitted for your consideration the No. 2 A. F. and A. M., will oe com- Mr. Hilles made its chairman. The
men under General Emilio Cam- - ers"
in tne thirteenth, J. A. Howard,
Ralph C. Craig of the Detroit T- - M. C.
opinion of the attorney general to the memorated with elaborate exercises telegram was not sent Mr. Hilles
you intend, governor," he was
A., Howard Drew, Springfield, Mass., Manitoba, won; G. H. Patching, South pa are marching from Casas Grander
effect that such county officers as and a banquet. Masons of promi- himself persuaded the president not
high school; P. C. Gerhardt, Olympic Africa, was cenod and Harold W. Holl on the Mexican Northwestern railrod. a8Ket. to take off your coat and go are at present upon a salary basis, nence from
all corners ot the new to make a decision at that time, but
and, Xavier A. A. New York third. toward Bavispe, one of the mountain to the mat wltb-- Colonel Roosevelt on and receive no fees may be
club, San Francisco. Clarence S.
the state will be ln attendance at the to await the conference with the
paid
tbe
Question
passes, leading Into Sonora.
Enroute
Seattle A. A, was among Time 11 seconds.
salaries allowed them by territorial celebration, which will be the largest
then already appoint
"Tnat sound
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.hist
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it?"
he commented, laughing.
An early "upset" In the meet came heat; Mojler, Sweden, the second; Arizona, to check them Is the federal "
recrfiv-fees tory of the lodge.
It is known that after Mr. Hilles
mtend to cover the matter In my lTicnrred by officers who
in the seventh heat 800 meters when R. R. Rau, Germany, the sixth; W. A. column of 9,000 men under .General
ln the employment of deputies, office
to Washington he pointed
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on
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big
Monday
of
camacceptance and my
oiewan, Australia the seventh, and Sanjines who will make his head- - speech
j. & Soutter, England, won from
expenses, etc., may be paid o it o ihe
will be held in the Mason's com out the work he had done in the
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there
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speeches.
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at
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near
the
Morelos,
quarters
Lindburg, Sweden, the eighth.
Sheppard, the
cr unty treasury.
modious hall In the Masonic Temple,
campaign and Bald be
Sixteenth heat; Donald F. Lippin Sonora state line and 50 miles south other questions which I shall deal
Btii.', who crossed the tape in second
Appreciating fully the force of the and the banquet Tuesday nignt will could be of great assistance ltt his
wltn
.ln mv speeches of acceptance,
of
the
international
boundary.
cott, University of Pennsylvania first;
ace six yards behind the
argument advanced by the attorney be held in the dining room of the present position of secretary la the
General Huerta has established Dut 1 cannot indicate just now what 1
man. Sheppard appeared winded at W. R. Applegarth, England, second;
that public business must not (jastaneua hotel. The celebration
general
days. The president. It
Yahiko Mlshima, Japan, the first com headquarters at Horcasitas. 25 miles Bna11 8ay- - 1 want time to organize be
the end of the first 200.
and the reasoning to the Monday will be attended by Masons, is said, saw the force of his argu-- J
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- my tnouShts."
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city
the
from
that country, was the
day's games petitor
Another surprise of
effect that the recent decisions of while the banquet will be given to ment and will not demand his ap.lUe moBt interesting features ot
was the winning of the javelin throw last of the five in the heat. Time road and telegraph communication
the
supreme court In the fee and sal- Masons and their wives
.
pointment Monday If the
with the ity of Chihuahua probably my mail today," lie continued, "are
seconds.
cases do not apply to county ofby E. Lemming, Sweden, who hurled 10
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tee
backs
man
meets
who
another
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W.
of
McMillan,
are
the
contributions.
There
Albuquerque;
will
be
restored in five days...
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Seventeenth heat; Ralph C. Cruig,
the spear 60 metres, 64 centimeters,
t&nrf, Supreme Justice Richard A. Hanna of with Mr. Taft's approval. v
a dozen letters containing checks ficers who receive simply
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to
I
breaking the Olympic record by near- Detroit Y. M. C. A. first. Time 11
hold
must,
my pre- Santa Fe; Judge William H. Pope,
nevertheless,
These are from $5 to $100. That
seconds.
Lipincott of the' University
under also of the Capital 'City, and many
ly 10 feet
that
Orozco In Juarez
expressed
opinion
viously
Roosevelt to Make Statement.
pleases me greatly because it is my
Duke Kahanomoku, Hawaii, estab- of Pennsylvania broke the Olyni'ic
Washington, July 6. General Pas- - idea of the right kind of a campaign the constitution ot New Mexico, as other prominent members of the Ma
New
one
York, July 6. It was announcminute
100
of
for
record
record
the
world's
a
metres winning li'.c cual
lished
Orozco, commanding the Mexi- - fund. I think that the contributions interpreted by the supreme court of sonic order ln New Mexico will be ed at Roosevelt
headquarters here to2
seconds in his trial heat in tnt sixteenth heat in 10 5 seconds. The can
reno
officer
the
state,
may
county
guests of Chapman lodge on Its anni day that Senator Dixon would Issue
revolutionary forces, arrived in should come ln small amounts from
best
100
swim.
meters
the
previous Olympic mark was Juarez today, according to
ceive either fee or salary until thej versary, and are 'booked for speeches
reports re- - unsolicited sources."
a statement which would contain "a
made by Walker of South ceived
The inauguration of the Olympic 10
has provided for salaries at one of the two events.
at the war department today
James
.Lewis
Hamilton
wired
from legislature
Secretary
full declaration" of the position of
which
a
Africa
at London In 1908 and by Jarvis from Colonel E. Z
games today proved spectacle
as required by the constitution.
Keene of the Grand Lodge of New
k
Steever, acting com- - Chicago today:
the progressive party on the political
probably never has been equalled of the United States at Paris 1900.
As to whether or not you should act Mexico and Dr. James H. Wroth,
mander of the Department of Texas.
"It does not diminish my sentiment
issues of the; day and a report of prosince the ancient aays of Greece. The
Eight Hundred Meters
Consul Ward at Juarez says that, towards Mr. Clark for me to congrat- - ln accordance with or are bound by grand district" deputy, will be among
was
a
There
gress made ln the party's organizaclear,
was
800
First
meters:
S.
David
perfect.
heat,
day
while there are reports of many reb- - ulate my country upon your nonuna- - my opinion, I nave no hesitancy ln the visiting Masons.
tion. Ui
s
blue sky overhead. .. The great stad- Caldwell, Massachusetts agricultural els on their
do
as you
way to Juarez, few have tion. Rest assured that I am one ot saying that you may
The statement will be. preliminary.
ium was filled with 30,000 people of college, beat the famous Italian, E. arrived.
the men who will aid in bringing tJ choose without fear of civil damages
it was 'indicated, to the formal call
all nationalities.
Lunghi by five yeards. J. Caulle, of
TRUST REORGANIZING
you the electoral vota of Illinois, In or penalty. No case affecting the
for the progressive convention which
When the members of the Swedish France made the race for 550 meters
salaried officers ln question Is now
diana and Iowa.'
Rebel Ordered Westward.
Denver, Colo., July 6. A rumor that will be issued on Monday. The call,
royal family entered their gaily dec- but he later dropped back. Walter
before the courts of the state as far
to Charles H. Thompson of
At
General
all
Orozco's
11
present
o'clock,
at
box
MoClure
orated
Headquarters,
Olympic club, San Francisco,
as I know. There is ground for dif- the Colorado Packing company's plant according one of the Roosevelt
TODAY IN CONGRESS
lead
Vermont,
General Pas
Sauz, Mex., July 6.
Arstood with bared heads .and gave a was outdistanced.
Into
has
Time 1:58
hands
of
the
the
passed
Washington, July 5. Senate: Con ference of. opinion. The attorney
movea
to
will
the
cual
blown
Orozco
ers,
call
bulk
a
"attempt
ordered
the
by
while
justify
cheer
today
loud
Second heat; P. E. Mann, England,
vened at noon and began debate on general, the highest law officer of mour interests, that the control of the
corps of trumpeters sounded far and first; Housert N. Putnam, Cornell Uni- of the rebel army westward from Lorimer election case, agreement be- the state, ln a letter to district at Western Packing company is to go to ment for the third party" with a rewide and announced the opening of versity second; time one minute 56 here toward the state of Sonora and ing to vote on
and Company and that the Den- view of "the theft" at Chicago. He
legislative day of July torneys, which has been widely pub Swift
Pacific coast towns,
where it is 6 but vote "will
ver
the games.
seconds.
Union
Stock yards are to go ti added that a resume of the contests
probalbly not be lished holds a different view from
in Colorado, Washington,' Texas, Oreof
to
Sweden,
from
ammunition
After the delegations
get
Japan reached until next week.
Third heat: John Paul Jones, Cor hoped
the one I have expressed and he is Morris and Company of Chicago, Is
team
to
Denmark,'
the
gon and one district In Tennessee K
revolution.
rep
the
continue
and
Guaymas
In
current
A:
stock
nell
Of
the
Norway
Z, Cortesao,
University, first;
yards here.
House:
Convened at noon and ad supported by many of the district atshowed
States
is
the
being
which
United
prepared as th basis for a latthe re'ic!
first seaport
ficials of the companies in Denver
resenting the
Portugal, made the pace for three
journed at 12:17 p. m. out of respect torneys. The state, through Its disstatement.
er
would
not
the largest and finest body of men in quarters of the distance. Jones then columns will attempt to take.
which
confirm the reports,
to the memory of the late G. R. Malby. trict attorney, could institute a proToday's statement, it was indicated,
the procession and the Stars and forged ahead, finishing easily six
to enjoin you from paying came originally from Kansas City to
Rules
committee
ceeding
adopted
specla1
will
contain a ' list of all the states
heartthe
far
forth
called
by
In
with
rumor
front.
a
Time two minutes,
that the Cudahy
Stripes
yards
rules to expedite pending legislation. salariesbut under the circumstances, gether
Roosevelt supporters have
where
carried
the
1
flags
THE "GOAT" IS DONE
iest welcome of all
It does not Intend to do so. Any tax Packing company of Omaha had obthree
of
file
telegraiph to sign the call.
little
by
The
agreed
visitors.
the
of
6.
Efforts"
Fifth heat, Ina N. Davenport, Uni- . Portland, Ore., July
by
WOLGAST MAKES $40,000.
payer ln the county could Institute tained possession of the Hammond
sai l,
athletes following th flagi of Japan, versity ef Chicago, first; H. H. Hur-for- the Elks to recover their banished . Los Angeles, July , 6. Ad Wolgast such a proceeding, or, should you de- plant at tbe Union Stock yards, Chi These states, Mr.. Thompson
33 and with two exceptions
row
total
warm
applause.
however, got
England, second.
The three "goat" have failed. Representative broke silence today In a published cline to pay salaries, any salaried cago, and would enter the market
include "all the progressive states. '
At the head of each, delegation English competitors did good team of delegates from smaller lodges to statement saying he was willing to county officer could bring a man- there.
'
who
R. Hales made the running the grand lodge session of the Bene- meet Joe) Rivers a"ain and decide the damus proceeding.
The Fowler plant at Kansas City is The exceptions are Maine and Nework.
marched two stalwart athletes
Practically, it
braska which Von account ot 8tafe
standand
400
for
national
was
meters
volent
Protective
of
Order
the
which
more
flag
left
and then withdrew.
and
advan- reported included ln the transfer of
carried
Elks, championship,
open by would doubtless prove
will not sign.
contests"
reTime 1 minute 59 seconds.
which will convene here Monday, fill- - the ferakish ending of the Fourth of tageous, should the advice of the at- the Colorado Packing company plant
ard, bearing the nuames of their
Mr. Thompson said Senator Dixon
a
to
NaIs
surmounted
the
Armours
and
it
said
,
the
by
disEdmund-soncountries
Vernon.
Fourth
ed
the air with laments last night and July battle at
He suggest- torney general, rather than the
heat, Clarence S.
spective
GoverSeattle A. A. first; J. L. Tait, attempted to start a movement to ed Labor Day as the proper date for trict attorney of this district be tak- tional Packing company plant at St received a long telegram from
wreath.
Osborn of Michigan explaining
nor
around
marched
of
with
Missouri,
whole
goes
that tit
Ontario, Canada, second; C. A .C. have "goat"
as a func- the return battle and declared he was en. I have already advised that the Joseph,
body
The
his position regarding the third party
the track and then massed on the Poulenard, France, third. The five tionary In the Initiation ceremonies, willing to fight anywhere provided a payment of snch necessary expenses Western Packing company ln the a- - movement.
But he would not make
box
with
to
transfer
the
Swift
and
leged
Company.
royal
as the feeding of prisoners, and the
competitors were closely bunched. R. When the effort failed, It wa finally fat purse was put up.
green oval facing
"It was Bomc-whthe
message
public.
of actual Bums expended The reported changes are said be h.
the standard bearers holding the col- Burton of Tngland was fourth. Time admitted that the' "goat" had passed.
Wolgast maintained that he was
he
said.
Involved,"
the
nature
nations
a
of
of
the
directly 1:56
seconds.
reorganization
ors of the various
The fight has begun among various not helped to his feet by Referee by officers In the necessary performSixth heat, Harlan W. Holden, Bates cities for the new national home, the' Jack Welch while Rivers lay on the ance of their duties. The payment National Packing company.
opposite the king.
For the Inaugural ceremonial the college, first; E. Bjorn, Sweden, sec- construction of which will be dis- - floor being counted out, and asserted 9f deputies appears to me to be carWRECK KILLS 21.
International committee, which in- ond. Time one minute, 58
seconds. cussed at the grand lodge session, that. Rivers was knocked ont and rying the view too far, but the imall
nations,
LORIMER DEBATE OPENS
The firsts and seconds In the trial Western cities will attempt to have was glad to quit
cludes representatives of
portance of uniformity throughout the
Ligonier, Pa., July 6. Twenty-ontinder the leadership of Crown Prince heats of the 800 meters flat compete the site of the present home trans- "He was not game; that lets him state in this respect Is evident, and
Washington,
July 6. General de passengers were killed, according to
Gustave Adolph of Sweden, assem- in the finals. Thus America is repre- ferred from Bedford, Virginia, to soma out,'' said the champion,
I am Informed that such practice will bate In the Lorimer senatorial elec- the official list, In the accident on the
bled on the field in front of the sented by eight men and England by western state. Both the Colorado
Ad said also that his winnings, be followed in all other districts.
tion case which opened today, marks Ligonier Valley railroad , last night
massed competitors. A big male choir four, while anad has two.
and the
I had reached the conclusion that the heginning of the end of perhaps when a passenger coach on the little
Springs, Colorado, and Salt Lake City, counting his $15,000-purswas formed while several bands
Utah, delegations will wage vigorous bets be gathered, totalled close to the opinions heretofore handed down the most sensational contest ln the coal road was crushed between two
J40.000.
(Continued on Page Five)
locomotives on a steep grade.
played. The court pastor, the Rev.
by the supreme court were brood history of the senata
campaigns for the new hqme.
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SATURDAY, JULY 6, 1912.

n
STRAY TOFICS

LITTLE

FROM

OLD NEW

HEV7 MID DESIRABLE

YORK

New York, July 6. Strangers visit - . the police stations of the lower East
lng New York City for the first time side the other day in a great state
and even many who have visited the of excitement and Informed the lieu
city on several occasions, do not, as tenant in charge that her boy was
a rule, realize that the importance of lost or had been abducted.
Crying
New York la not altogether due' to and gesticulating she e egged that
Its enormous , population, the great- general alarm be sent out for the
ness of its financial and commercial boy. The lieutenant was sympathetic
business and to Its favorable geo- and asked the frantic mother for a
graphical location as a sea port, hut description of the boy. He nearly
that the city Is also a great manufae- - collapsed when the woman informed
turing center, in fact, the greatest In him that the "boy" was 5 feet 10
inches tall and weighed 185 pounds.
the world.
Statistics just given out by the
William Hammerstein is proving
federal census bureau show that the
aggregate value of the products man- himself indeed a "chip off the old
ufactured In New York city during block." He has shown himself quite
the year 1909 reached the staggering as resourceful as his father and quite
total of $2,029,6922 576. In the same as skillful in inventing advertising
lndt'striej dodges. The patrons of the Victoria
year there were twenty-on- e
in this city, having? each an annual theater roofgarden seem to be a trioutput of products valued at more fle careless with, their money and afthan $20,000,000. First In Importance ter every performance the employes
among the industries of the city Is cleaning up pick up several dollars
the manufacture of men's and wom in change, carelessly dropped by paten's clothing. The 6,521 establish- rons. With quite -- emarkabla honesty
ments engaged In that manufacture the sweepers invariably turned over
in 1909, gave employment to about the money found by them to Mr.
161,400 wage earners and produced Hammerstein, who held the money in
case it should be claimed. Of course
goods valued at $484,888,000.
The printing and publishing Indus- nobody came to claim it and gradualwith ly the accumulation of coins reached
mammmmnmmmmi
try was next in importance,
nasi
r'
niftr m mn
2 a total
of more than $600. Then a
2,883 establishments, Employing
$22,000 PRIZE FOR WORLD'S FASTEST MOTOR BOAT
persons and turning out products great idea come to Mr. Hammerstein
how to get rid of the money which
valued at $183,509,000. The list of
Tie win. Wrlf ley Jr. Trophy for value of about !2,uuu. In addition to
other Important Industries In the city he was too scrupulous to keep, and, the sower boat championship of the these prizes are a $1,600 cash prise for
Includes slaughtering and meat pack- at the same time, advertise his roof werld represents over $22,004. It Is a the winner and a $604 cash l rise for
perpetual trophy to be woa each year tne- second boat.
ing; foundry and machine shop pro garden.
The first races will be keld at Chi
He made out checks varying in by tbe oto whose moter speed boat
ducts; tobacco manufactures; bread
makes the best three out of five cago during the Water Carnival and
entry
amount
15
cents
to
malt
from
and
$5
liquors;
and bakery products;
ag races in competition open to tbe world, Naval Review, Aug. 10 to 17 inclusive,
millinery and lace goods; fur goods; gregating $85 for every afternoon per free for all boats under 40 feet in 1912. It is expected that there will
be boats from all over the World.
gas, Illuminating and heating; paint formance, thoroughly shuffled them length.
Water Carnival week at Chicago
It is a reproduction in silver of a
and varnish; musical Instruments; and had the man at the entrance pre
druggists' sent to every third paton entering tne "Flyiag Mercury" presenting to Nep- will include the other races In the
men's furnishing goods;
lumber and timber; garden one of these checks- until all tune a hydroplane motor speed boat. Fourth Annual Regatta of the West
preparations;
with his trident, dolphins and ern Power Boat Association, the Inter
and
sheet
Iron; artificial were distributed. In th;s way he Neptune
copper, tin
water surrounding are in bronze. national Yacht Race between the Royflowers and feathers, and confection- killed two birds with one stone and The round pedestal is of grean marble. al Canadian Yacht Club of Toronto
the increased attendance showed that The figure of Mercury and the model and the Chicago Yacht Club, the Lip-to- n
ary.
Races of Columbia Yacht
Cup
thie advertising dodge-wa- s
quite suc- speed boat contain 1,000 ounces of
sterling silver. The trophy stands ,6 Club, fireworks displays, naval parades,
The Chinese "are undoubtedly mak- cessful.
feet 5 Inches high. The base is 47 swimming and diving contests and exing rapid strides toward civilization
hibitions by sailors, marines and naIn diameter.
a
was
There is a man in Benton, N. J., inches
in a western sense. There
Mr. Wri ley will provide annually val reserves.
In all the competitions there will
time, not so very long ago, when the who, unless further return Should a replica
f this big $5,000 trophy,
Chinese Tong men in New York City, change the result, may be considered which becomes the personal property be handsome trophies or liberal cash
in ' their bloody feuds considered the champion beer drinker of the of the winner of each year's races. prizes. William Hale Thompson, Commodore, Associated Yacht and Fewer
hatchets as the only approved weap- United States. According to his own To provide this trophy aannally will Boat
Clubs. Chicago, will be glad U
an endowment of about $17,500,
on for manufacturing . ancestors. Af- statement in court he spent $725 for require
Mr. Wrigley'a tropky a supply information.
thus
giving
ter a while they became American- beer in 227 days. At 5 cents a glass
ized and the revolver became their that would make a total of 14,500
EDUCATORS MEET
tion and the work it has accomplish
The beers, an average of nearly sixty-fou- r
favorite weapon of execution.
ed during the half centurv of itJ exist
lusted several years, glasses a day. v It is not surprising - Chicago, July 6. Chicago began; to- ence.' The speakers will Include Carbut it seems that the regime of the that the man did not support his day the entertainment of the thou- roll G. Pearse of Milwaukee, the presis approaching: its end so wife and she had to go to court to sands of school teachers from every ent head of the association, and for'bulldog
concerned.
The compel him to contribute toward her cook and corner of the United States, mer Presidents Thomas W. Bicknell
far as Chinatown
who are here for the golden jubilee of
Chinese have taken another step for- maintenance.
Providence and James N. Greenconvention of the National Education wood of Kansas City.
ward and have advanced to the most
of using; time
method
Tie fraternity of the "B"ack Hand" association. Delegates begin arr'v-In- g
several days ago. Tach hour ad- CHAIR AWAITS THREE SLAYERS
yombs in their warfare. The first ot seems to have terrorized the Italians
its kind ever used oy the Chinese in this city so effectively, that they ded hundreds until today when the
New York, July 6. The. electric
Tong men in this city was exploded do not dare to do anything that might teachers began passing into the city chair in the big prison at Sing Sing
the other day in one of their tem- possibly be construed into an act hos- by the thousands. The convention awaits three prospective victims for
the week beginning tomorrow. Only
ples, but it went off prematurely and tile to the Black Hand. The other will continue all of next week.
nobody was killed.' The Chinese learn day three Italians who had been arThree sessions of the National once before since the installation of
quickly and It is safe to predict that rested on a charge of swindling were Council of Education ushered in the the chair have three executions taken
the next bomb will be better timed.
brought into court The regular in- convention activities today. Tomor- place in a single week. The three
terpreter was not present and a clerk, row 50 churches will be hosts to the condemned to die next week are SanA Jewish woman came to one of being of Italian parentage, was delegates, their ministers speaking
ta Zanza, who with five others killed
pressed into service for the occasion.
topics. On Monday the Mrs. Mary Hall at Croton Loke In
The young man interpreted the ques- first general session will be held in November, 1911; Giuseppe
Cerelli,
tions and answers faithfully for a the Auditorium theater, and in the who stabbed Nicola Dl Paulo in a
while, but after a while h i turned to evening there will be a reception in card game at White Plains, and
the court and said that he refused to the Art institute. The initial ses- George Williams, who killed Charles
serve as interpreter any longer. He sion will be devoted principally to a Conklin, station master at Croton
said the men were members of the review of the history of the associa Lake, on April 8, 1911.
Black Hand and he was afraid something might happen to him should he
Mrs. Blankensbip Tells of Her continue to act as interpreter In ue'
Restoration to Health by case. The case had to be postponed
to await the return of the regular inLydia E. Pinkham's Vegterpreter.
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CpccszJJy Reduced
I

On account of the prevailing cool weather, sheer wash goods have not had the demand
we anticipated
we now have loo many now just as lb? days are getting hot and you
Slock.
need such goods, we cut the prices to
extremely low figures -- we must reduce our
Everything in our WASH GOODS line is included.
qualities for
12jc qualities for
10c

nr-

7rV

8k

15c qualities for
18c qualities for

-

w

i2c
i3c

65c qualities for

fl

..7::. ...... i7c

qualities fcr
30c qualities for
25c

35c qualities for
60c qualities for

10c
.

20c qualities for

20c"

...24c
40c
43c
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South Side Plfl54
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WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
HBlfERTlSEO G&QE3S
Because the advertiser has done something to
inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness
ofhisprod-- ,
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of
investing his capital, nor
on,v in making the goods right, but in
advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
'
good secure repeat orders.
,
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade
name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of
quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
,

It Atwaya

Pays

to Buy

Advertised Goods

SHE SUFFERED

TEtlMOflTHS

etable Compound.

"I

feel it my duty to
Elliston, Va.
express my thanks for what Lydia E.
r
"I finknam s Vegeta
.
ble Compound has
done for me. I was
a sufferer from female troubles and
had been confined in
bed over one third of
my time for ten
months. I could not
do my housework
and had fainting
spells so that my husband could not leave
me alone for five minutes at a time.
"Now I have been restored to health
and it has come from taking Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. Whenever I see a suffering woman I want to
tell her what this medicine has done
for me and I will always speak a good
word for
Mrs. Robert Blank-enshiElliston, Va., Montgomery Co.

Capital Paid in
,

XT- CUNNINOHAH
J.M.
FRANK

f resident!
SPRINOER, Vice

A swarm ot bees which had settled
in a tree at Broadway and Thirty-thirstreet, Bayonne, caused quite a
disturbance and the police department was notified. One of the patrolmen was detailed to stop the
trouble and hurried to the place
where the bees had settled. In the
meantime a man who understood
something of apiculture, had procured
a box, which he held under the
swarm. Then he shook the branch, to

,

I"

;

d

which the bees were attached and
they fell into the box. Everything
would have been well, had not a mischievous boy dropped a stone into
the box before the lid was closed.
Furiously the bees swarmed out of
the box, attacked and stung everyin the Immediate vicinity, inbody
it"
cluding the mischievous boy and the
patrolman who had just arrived, all
Was Helpless Now Well.
out of breath,' and then peacefully
Trenton, Mo. "About two years ago returned to the box to be taken back
I had female trouble and inflammation so to the hive from which they had
bad that I was literally helpless and had come.
to be tended like a baby. I could not
move my body or lift my foot for such
A. M. Nason, farming near Canaan,
severe pains that I had to scream. I was
Me., was badly crippled with sciatic
very nervous and had a weakness.
rheumatism due be ray3 to uric acid
"Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- in his blood. "Foley Kidney Pills
pound has helped me to such an extent entirely cured me and also removed
that I think there is no medicine like it numerous black specks that were confor female troubles. I am up and able tinually before my eyes." Foley Kidto do my work again and I give you full ney Pills are a uric acid solvent and
permission to publish my letter for the are effective for the various forms
sake of other suffering women." Mrs. of rheumatism. O. G. Shaefer, Red
W.T.PHRNE1J,,320-I0t- h
St.TrentraMo. Cross Drug Store.
p,

Y
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Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

V

J

S t

V

f?

HOSKINS,

Cashier

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

The

LeLs

New Perfection
1

Vegas Savings Bank

Heatingw Plate

has proved a great convenience
users of the

to all

BerSction
Hew
Wei
Oil Cook-stov- e

This year we are selling
The New Perfection Broiler
The New Perfection Toaster

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Ask to sea this Stova at
your dealers. It is
with cabinet
top. drop shelves, towel
racks, etc Made With I ,
2 or 3 burners.
Free Cook Book with
every Slave, Cook- - Book
alio given to anyone tewi-lo- g
5 cents to cover Baaiiinf

Wm. G. Ilaydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

'

President
President
Treasurer
Vice

cost.

Interest Pa.id on Deposis

Tbe NewPerfection Griddle
each designed specially for use on the New
Perfection Slove:
Wild these appliance and the New Perfection glut

door steel oven, the New Perfection i just as complete
Certainly, it
and efficient a stove as a regular coal range.
U much cleaner and cheaper.

CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne,
Boise, Salt Lake City

Butte,

UNEMPLOYED TO TALK
New York, July
Various prob
lems that are supposed to add thorns
to the worklngman's path through life
are to he discussed a a three days'
conference which was begun In this

city today under the

ausrMeos.''

organization which manages to exist
under the title of the "National Committee of the Unemployed of tho National Brotherhood Welfare association." . The organization Is working
for the establishment of a national
ot anemployment bureau, for free trans

portation for laborlns men In
pursuit
of lobs, and for shorter
working
hours, a minimum wage scale
and Insurance against
unemployment
Everybody

read,

Tn

OpOe.

LAI VEGAS

i

FADS AND
FASHIONS

ELKS

to

INTO

FLOCKING
PRETTY

DAILY

OPTIC, SATURDAY, JULY

SOI

, 1912.

One of the two
cages from San Mlguul county was ai
to the fees of the county clerk, and
the other as to fees of the district attorney. As to the latter the court
held that the office of district attorney
was one created by the constitution,
for which no compensation had be-provided, and that district attorneys
could receive no pay until the legisla
ture should fix that compensation. The
court does not class them as county
officers, however, and the section of
the constitution, hereinbefore mention
ed, does not apply to them, but under

clerk and sheriff.

ARE

MORE

LUCKY THAN

OTHERS

New York, July 6. Now, Uiat the with a chemisette or vest of fine
CITY
summer season ha at last begun In thread lace.
t amust, it U quite timely to speak, of
With the return of tne dlrectoire
the latent style in outing appare
fashions comes the inevitable sash. THOUSANDS OF ANTLER WEAR ATTORNEY GENERAL SAYS COUN-Tlor the younger women and Most women will welcome this fact
MAY
COMMISSIONERS
ERS ARE IN PORTLAND OFR.
girls. There are many new and at- for sashes greatly improve any frock
HAVE SALARIES
GRAND LODGE MEETING.
Black
tractive things in motoring and riding with which they are worn.
tostuuies, but they differ principally velvet or satin is the material most
Portland is VThe following opinion by Attorney other constitutional provisions they
Portlnud, Ore., July
.
iu the matter of material, not so favored for the
The wide in gayest attire for the forty etati'.n General Frank W. Clancy in which
must have salaries and no fees.
luiKh in cut.
waist belt is formed of soft folds. The annual grand lodge mqetlng and re- - he states that county commissioners
'To those county officers who have
'
Outing hats of all kinds are rather lonS sash ends are of odd lengths, union of the lienevoleut and Proteo - iand probate Judges may draw their not in the past received compensation
Irom tbe Blde or 'back of the th e Order of Elks, which is to hold salaries pending the enactment of a in any other form than salaries for
more interesting than usual 'this
be embroWer-- forth here during the whole of next gaiaries bill, will be of Interest to services
son. To be sure, there ia little thatldress- Tnese ends
rendered, the negative clause
is absolutely new in shape, but new ed with plain black or in colors, using week.
the people of San Miguel county:
of the section of the constitution!
of re- above referred to, which the court has
"1 have received a number
Streets are flaring with urple and
materials and combinations of ma- an Arabian design. The corners maj
terials and new tricks of trimming be rounded or cut diagonal. Fringe white decorations. Downtown streets quests from county officers and others held to be self executing, does not
are In evidence. The' eponge which is some times usM to border the are gay with flags, streamers and fes for opinions and advice as to what, if seem to have any application. As far
is as prominent as frock material and ends. A charming sash to wear with toons of Incandescent lights. The dec- anything, can be done for the relief as tbey are concerned they stand as
was of palest orations extend to the residential sec- of county officers in view of the failure
trimming' has been used for outing sheer lingerie frocks
though there were nothing more in
firBt
tint from the tions, and there is scarcely a house to provide by legislation for their the constitution on this subject than
the
pink
satin,
bats too, and is blocked into all the
This was pleated in soft that is not displaying a flag or piece salaries in accordance with the re- the order to the legislature to classify
small, close fitting roll brim shapes.
folds
about
the
waist and caught at of bunting in honor of the visitors.
The wide wale peak and cotton corquirements of section 1 of article X the counties and fix the salaries of
of smallest
decora- of the constitution as construed by
a
of
the
the
left
side
central
feature
The
garland
by
are
county officers, which It is conceded
treated in the same way
duroy
of tion scheme is a court of toonor in the
supreme court of the state. As is not
and the regulation corduroy too is us-- ; pink and blue rosebuds and foliage
By section 4 of
the fihape of a square and formed by the district attorneys are the legal ad article XXII of the constitution, all
In v the soft light ribbons.
ed, particularly
Ruchlngs of silk are used in every four of the principal streets of the vlsers of couny officers and In no way laws of the territory, not Inconsistent
browns.
conceivable manner and upon all business districts. . At each corner under tne control oi me auorue Kbu. with the contsitutlon, are to Temaln
Then there are combinations of
kinds of garments. Taffeta makes the of the court are twp massive arches, eral, I have felt compelled to decline In' force as the lawa of the state. The
straw and eponge, straw and linen,
elks figures to give opinion to the county officers, laws cf the
ruches.
crowned with heroic-sizeterritory fixing the com
straw and white felt. Sometimes both prettiest
Flesh colored yokes with close
of the great but it has appeared to me that there
the
capitals
Forming
pensation of salaried county officers,
a hemp braid of grey hue trims a soft stock collars are worn with evening
pillars that line the court of honor would be no impropriety in my giving are not inconsistent with the constituwhite felt and faces its brim. Pangowns, which) are cut very decollette. are one hundred big clocks that toll some expression of my views to the tion, and therefore should be consid
amas are as popular as ever and
Many bodices are cut very low with off the mystic hour of eleven, every district attornevs themselves in the ered as remaining in force. This Is ap
there are other, cheaper, supple the
space filled in with lace ruches. five minutes, day and night
hope of bringing about some uniform plicable to county commissioners, pro
straws blocked in the roll brim Pan- Flounces are
but they are
and their friends streamed ity of procedure throughout the state, bate judges and county school superin
appearing,
Elks
ama shapes. (
kept scanty. New flounces on taffe- Into the city today from every direc- If those officers should agree with me, tendents who receive annual salaries,
Sailors with crowns and brims in ta skirts, are cut to be stitched on tion. So great was the crowd that
and advise their county officers ac- - and I can see no objection to their
varying degrees of height and width flatly and the lower edge cut in scalcorrect
registo
get
impossible
rnrdingly.
continuing to receive the salaries here
are shown in rough straws and in lops or petals and
tration of the arrivals, but the city's
The compensation
"The section of the constitution tofore provided.
soft felt. Tussor, taffeta, quaint
The correct bolt for the plain tail- hotels are already more than filled,
above refered to provides In sub of the county surveyor I believe can
flowered silks, linens and cretonnes ored frock of lightweight serge, check- downtown rooming houses are crowd
stance that the legislature should at still continue as heretofore provided
are all used for the stitched outing ed worsted, coarse-meshelinen or ed to the utmost and many private its
first session fix salaries for all by law, although It Is not an annual
hats and for stiffer shapes in com- crash Is a patent leather strip of from residences have been thrown open
officers, and forbids any coun salary. The legislature In the bill
county
bination with straw.
one to two inches in width, which for the entertainment of the visitors
officer
receiving to his own use which was not approved by the gov
ty
Clever little tennis hats of the fastens with a colonial buckle of highMonday will be devoted to the re- any fees or emoluments other than ernor appears to have taken this
round close crown and narrow rolled ly polished gold.
ception of tae visitors. The formal the annual salary, requiring all fees view, aa the bill made a provision for
Green is tremendously fashionable opening of the grand lodge session
and rim type are made in soft white
collected to be paid into the county the payment of county surveyors for
felt or other' soft material and have this year and to the popular priced will take place Monday evening in .ne treasury. The two houses of the le: their services substantially like the
two tennis rackets, made from the jewelry have .been added imitation armory. The program will Include islature passed a bill providing for one on the statute book, and as far as
dark silk braid or cord, crossed on jade necklaces, earrings and brooch- addresses of greeting by the governor such salaries, but so late in the ses- T am Informed the governor made no
the front of the crown for the only es which bid fair to outdo coral in of Oregon and the mayor of Portland sion that it did not reach the gover objection
to this provision.
The
popularity.
and a response for the visiting host nor in time for him to give it suffl county surveyor 1b
trimming.
the day for
by
paid
Soft 'collars for morning wear are by Grand Exalted Ruler John P. Sul
Sweaters of the knitted kind are
cient examination to enable him eith. each day's labor, and it would be so
being hard pressed 'by the blazers and made up in Bedford cords, ratine and livan of New Orleans.
er to sign or return it with objections. difficult If not Impossible, to provide
One thousand automobiles will be In
Norfolks and Mackinaws, and perhaps natural and white pongees with colthe exercise of his part of the leg any uniform annual salary for county
deput Into use Tuesday to convey the islative power committed to him by surveyors, that It la reasonable to hold
for that reason have taken on many ors embroidered In harmonious
new variations. Thel English sweater signs. Collar and cuff sets of ratine visiting Elks and their ladles on the constitution he felt compelled to that the constitution could not have
coat on severe lines but knitted or In crushed strawberry, tan, Delft sightseeing trips about the city. Sevdisapprove the bill, so that no statu- Intended to put those couny officers
eral steamers have been chartered tor
woven to simulate knitting In An blue, etc., have belts to match.
tory provision has been made in ac on a flat salaried basis. No competent
Because of the vogue of the tolle excursions on. the Willamette and
gora wool is considered very modish
cordance wlh the direction of the con surveyor could be found to act under
rivers.
for real service and comes In attrac- de Jouy effect there has .been a sort
such a system unless the annual salstitution.
Tuesday night the brilliant elective heather mixtures and in the soft of reflected vogue for the more showy
"I took the view before the legisla ary was made sufficiently large to
In
silk
pompadour patterns. These,
trical paraX that has become the ture met that until
grays, brown and greens.
legislation could compensate for all of his time, and In
and in chiffon, are employed
for noted spectacular feature of. Portof
sweaters
very
be had under the constitution, the ter the poorer counties and ' In counties'
weight
Very light
In
costumes
with
recombination
land's annual rose carnival will be
fine fleecy Angora wool are shown dressy
ritorial laws providing compensation where there is not great demand for
lace flounces and pannier Ideas.
produced for the benetit oi the visit- for
and silk knitted sweaters as well as
county officers and district attor the services of the surveyor, such a
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
ors. This parade will consist of a
wool sweaters with collars, cuffs and
neys, should be considered as remain salary could not be given.
score of allegorical floats, represent
"As to the other county officers
ing in force, and that all such officers
pocket bindings of knitted silk in
lng the development of Oregon and could
OVERTAXED.
nnntmstlne colors are zonular. The
properly be paid in accordance whose compensation has been derived
will
To
be
this
northwest
the
array
' rnlleea and club color stripes used
therewith. Two cases were instituted from fees or commissions, we are'
added a number o.f magnificent In
for the gay blazer coats are echoed Huno.eds of East Las Vegas Readers
the district court of San Miguel compelled to take the position that
floats tyjical of Elkdom.
Know What It Means.
for the purpose of testing the they can receive nothing to their own
in knitted sweaters.
county
Wednesday has been set aside for correctness of
The kidneys are overtaxed;
my opinion, and the su use for their services until the legisThe blazers are being done to
which
to
at
"The Oaks,"
do.
entertainment
Have too much
court took the view that while lature acts. It does not follow, howpreme
death acd many of them are too crude
They tell about it In many aches is Portland's famous outdoor resort the contsltutional provision that the
ever, that the1 county government
in coloring to be becoming, but they and
on the Willamette river. A sea food
pains
should fix salaries was not must practically stop for this reason.
legislature
do brighten a summer outdoor scene,
Backache, weariness, headache.
dinner, with tons of Columbia river self
executing, yet the other clause for These officers will at some time when
and worn with white skirts and little
salmon as the chief item on the
Early symptoms of kidney ills.
county officers to receive to the legislature provides, receive salrolled
bidding
with
of
the
stitched hats
stripe
Urinary troubles,. Brlght's disease menu, will be served free to the visitown use any fees or emoluments aries for their services, but suh saltheir
brim of white1 are gay and jaunty for follow.
ors.
other than the annual salary provided aries cannot be considered as IncludAn East Las Vegas citizen tells
youthful wearers. Less spectacular
Thursday will be the day of the
'
are the loose, comfortable Norfolks hero a reliable remedy for kidney great parade, in which some 60,000 by law, or rather which ought to be ing necessary actual expenses incurwas
In
self
well
of their offices.
law,
red
conduct
executing,
the
provided
ilia
by
in soft wool. They are ample,
t
Elks in gorgeous costumes will take
no com For instance, It Is the duty of the
officers
could
806
National
and
such
receive
'of
Alfred
Underwood,
and
bright
with
pockets
supplied
part. The parade will be In charge
solid color, red or green or blue. St. Eatt Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: of James R. Nicholson of Springfield, pensation for their services until it sheriff to take charge of the county
recommended
should be fixed by the legislature., This Jail, to provide for the keeping and
White Norfolks, Norfolks of white "I have previously
Mass., grand esquire of the order,
Doan's Kidney Pills through the loas far aa county of- feeding of prisoners committed to his
and black checks or stripe or fleck,
who has many yeans experience in decision, however,
and I have .vouched for
cal
ficers
is applicable on- custody, and In performing this duty
papers
are
concerned,
or
of
any
corduroys
of mixed tweeds,
their merit whenever questioned In arranging street pageants PortUnl
to such officers as were compensat- he must necessarily pay out money
ly
tr-will
material of sporting wear are sancthe
occupy
host,
regard to my statement I obtained lodge being
ed by fees or commissions In the past, for food, fuel, bedding, and possibly
tioned by the fashion makers.
Doan's Kidney Pills at the Center position of honor at the head of .re such as the
The county must provide
treasurer, assessor, county clothing;
The plain and plaid Mackinaws Block Pharmacy and they brought procession.
The other lodges will
Jailers and guards for the Jail. It is
with or without hoods belong to the me relief from backache and other follow In order, taking position acnot practical for the sheriff to perNorfolk class and have been worn by symptoms of kidney complaint. Since cording to the number of their charform all of his official duties In percollege girls for several years, but then I have taken this remedy off and ter. New York being No. 1, will
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benefited or from the court fund, if
the expenses are incurred in the main
tenance of the districts courts and the
conduct of busines therein.
"It now occurs to me in closing that
I should- say as to county commissioners that I do not believe they can
at present properly receive the mileage provided by statute for attending
board meetings but in harmony with
the suggestions made as to ether officers, they might properly receive pay
ment of their actual and necessary
traveling expenses.
"While I have, as hereinbefore stat
ed, no control over the official action
of district attorneys, yet I venture to
hope that what I have herein set
forth, which you will consider in the
nature of suggestions and recommendations, will meet with your approval,
and if they do that they may be made
to serve as a basis of some uniformity of procedure In the various counties aX the present time.
"Some suggestions have ben made
by different persons as to the possibility of permitting those officers heretofore paid by fees, to retain in their
own hands some portion, if not all of
such fees, with the expectation of having a settlement or adjustment after
the legislature shall act, each one
holding himself responsible for the
amount of money received. I cannot
believe that this would be desirable
or proper. It would lead to great confusion, discrepancies and difficulties,
and as one of the district attorneys
has stated to me, In substance, It
would not be In accordance with good
public policy or In keeping with hon
-

:

est and efficient service to the county
or state, and would create a sort of
carelessness on the part of officials
aa to the illegal and irregular use of
public money, and such a feeling must
inevitably tend towards a disregard
of the exact limitations of law.
"Very respectfully,
"FRANK

W. CIANCY,

"Attorney General.
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more benefit from them than any other medicine." O. G. Schaefer, Red
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If you are a housewife you cannot
reasonably hope to be healthy or
beautiful by washing dishes, sweep-- ,
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and crawling into bed dead tired at
night.' You must get out Into the open
air and sunlight. If you do this every
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Captain Fred Fornoff and his men tend to Justify the high opinion held or concentration of attack, without ed and 'would have surely worn the Drug Store.
fellow
down
won
and
before
the
good aim, without coolness, without big
who were policing the inside of the of him by many in the throng.
forty-fiftround. To substantiate his
Neither' thing happened and then skill.
,
arena, received $250, It Is said, from
He had whipped
the untrained confidence he asked for a return
Jack Curley. The additional local the end came by the police route.
Under the terms of the agreement Kaufman and the untutored Morris match and one more trye at the Jtle
police and the Santa Fe officers who
were aiding In the work of keeping entered Into between the men a deci- and when Curley took him he thought before he was dry from the day's eforder, will be paid out of the city sion was possible under the circum- he might have the makings of the forts. To sum up the fight, Johnson
treasury. Those ninth round bets on stances. They agreed that In case of real article. He looked to be the best won and under the conditions was enthe Paris Mutual would about pay the police Interference a decision should of the best of white men to oppose titled to the verdict, and Flynn, who
captain's account Of course the go to the man having the better of It the terrific Johnson, but the suppo- under the financial arrangements resition was entirely
The ceived a very small snm for his
captain was not In on it, but It cer- - up to that staged
It was the champion's battle from critics came, saw and marvelled. share of the fight. Is willing to try
talnly was a happy coincident
the first tap of the gong. He ripped They saw a new ji'lynn after he had once more, and even If he does not
.,
o
Furthermore, Johnson appears to Flynn with a straight left and mur- trained for a while here and most of get any purse he Is willing and anxithe nearest "approach to a gentle dered him with his old right upper-cut-. them decided then i,hat there must be ous for another effort
man of all the prominent figures
something to the stories that he
Johnson Calls Flynn "Easy"
would pull the bigi surprise and lay
connected with the fight AlbuquerNot a Good Battle.
was
not
Chicago,
low
a
It
the
battle
to
look
July 6. Broad smiles and
Journal.
good
.mighty
champion.
at
que
It was an awful tignt and Flynn fat cigars adorned the faces of the
Does the Journal refer to Mayor
Jphnson did not put up an impres
liHerman Weld, William sive battle, albeit he won by a mile failed miserably to even do as well hundreds of negro admirers of Jack
Taupert,
who
Mr. and had all the better of
today welcomed the
against Johnson as n9 did four years Johnson,
Springer, Charles O'Malley,
There did not seem to be the' old ago when Johnson scattered him over champion heavyweight pugilist home
Plowman and other leading citizens
who were most prominent in bringing cutting force to his drives, despite the the canvas In eleven rounds.
Flynn from Las Vegas where on July 4 he
fact that he opened a gash on Flynn's was better In the crude state,' Just as smotherdj the hopes of Jim Flynn.
the contest to Las Vegr.sf
left cheek In the first round and many a fighter before him has been.
o
"Flynn was easy," Johnson told the
' If the
crowd
that surged around him. "I had
to
When
blood
started
the
from
to
correcthis
Journal
teach the rough,
flowing
they try
Albuquerque
tough fellows to be clever they take planned to knock him out In the tenth
ly quotes Governor McDonald, he in- nose In the second round.
Later on he opened a triangular away from them all that nature en- round, but the police Interfered."
timates that Laa Vegas was always
Johnson said he would fight Al Paldowed them with. There have been
rather tough, and that It was cleaner shaped cut on the bridge of the
nose,,. and this, too, poured many'examples of this and Jim Flynn zer on Labor Day and bet $20,000 that
and better during the prize fight than
'' "
he would win. Federal athourities
is the. latest.
Can It be that the lax bloodjn a stream.
t
i
Ut
s previously.
so
bespatter- - Johnsou seemed to tire a lot in tne prepared to press the smuggling
.morals of. our people, accounted for The,.EuepIq..man was.
the majority given the governor at ed at" the close that every punch the sixth and the eighth rounds, but 1 charge upon which Johnson1 recently
the recent election?
champion (a tided sent a ' shower ot doubt if It was a' Serious thing at was indicted. He refused to discuss
"
all and certainly not because of any it.
gore In all directions.
Johnson was unmarked, although In punishment that was meted out to
RUSSELL WILL CASE AGAIN
Boston, July 6. The famoua Rus- the third ound the blood showed In him.. Flynn got many a glancing NATIONAL MUNICIPAL LEAGUE
sell will case is due for another air- his mouth, the "golden smile" being punch at his body and landed a few
Los Angeles, July 6. Preparations
ing in the courts at East Cambridge colored by the gore that trickled out overhand wallops on the face, but In have .been completed for the annual
next week, but owing to the summer of a lip cut, evidently on the under- the main the force of these was ex- convention of the National Municipal
hausted before they found the tar- league, which will, meet In this city
vacation season It Is thought likely an side.
n
small-mediu- m
th3 old ques- get
Though Johnson-woadjournment of the trial until fall will
Monday for a session of four days.
canas
It
as
As
1
tion
he
was
he
remains:
Is
Is
case
a championship fight
good
be agreed upon when the
The convention Is to have an unusual'"
ed on Monday. In the former, trial, was at Reno ; It is hard to answer. could not see my right to end It since ly large1 number of prominent speakwhich was one of the longest in the There are evidences against It not- both men were at fault In the foul ers. Among them will he Governor
Mrs.
history of the Massachusetts courts, withstanding the fact that he won work, but the state police took the Hiram Johnson of California,
the claimant known as "Dakota Dan" and won decisively enough to suit matter out of my hands by climbing Carolina Bartlett Crane of Kalamainto the ring in the ninth round.
was unsuccessful In his efforts to se anybody;
zoo, Mich; Professor William Bennett
Johnson Fought Foul.
cure a share of the Daniel Russell es
Munro of Harvard University and
Some of the critics were unfavortate. The new suit was Instituted
Clinton Rogers Woodruff of Philadel(By Jack Curley)
F
P. 'J, ff
Three thousand men and about 500 phia.
"by the North Dakota claimant to es- ably impressed by the continual proV
w
tablish his Identity as the son of Da- tests' that' came from the Johnson women paid admission to witness the
a-1 1
ii n ii '
V4
niel Russell. If successful In estab corner, some of tnem on trivial failure of Jim Flynn to restore the
now.
It
Chamberlain's
Colic,
Buy
feJflasf'
mrfa.!
sawkHi (&
lishing bis Identity as the son of points. Flynn was rough and foul, pugilistic championship to the white Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy Is alrace. Aside from the above mention- most certain to be needed before the
Daniel Russell, the claimant naturally but so was Johnson.
over.
It now and be
The champion's chief offense was ed, several hundred who did not pay summer isfor such Buy
ould renew hla efforts to secure a
an emergency. For
prepared
his trick of sneaking his glove around admission helped to swell the crowd. sale by all dealers.
share of the Russell fortune.
!
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We have been fortunate in securing a
mited number of Lovely Summer Dresses from
a leading manufacturer at an exceedingly inviting price. We could not resist. In order to
turn these quickly, we have placed some very
attractive prices which will no doubt induce
you to see the values in them as we did. All
the new features that are so much in vogue
will be found in them. A fraction the best
values we have over offered. They are for
and Stout Ladies. We urge
an early inspection.
,
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:

,

'
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AMARILLO BY

Ladle, don't forget our big tat of
tamped goods. Chariot Rosenthal.
E. C. Miller of El Paso arrived
last
evening from the Pass City on business.
William T. Mack, a
prominent promoter of Denver, Is In Lag Vegas on 8C0RE W3 12 TO 7, THE TEXAN8
business.' ,
GOING UP IN THE AIR IN
M. A. Vaa Houten of
THE EIGHTH INNING.
Shoemaker
was In Las Vegas
yesterday and today
on business.
Yesterday afternoon the Las VeMr. and Mrs. A. A. Jones return- gas Maroons took the second game of
ed last night from a
trip to points In the series from Amarlllo by the score
the middle west
of 12 to 7. Up to the seventh Inning
,
W. ,T. Moore of
Albuquerque came it looked like a victory for the
in last night from the Duke
but with an eight Inning rally
City and
was here today on business.
of five runs, the locals stowed vicDr. A. E. , North wood of
Wagon tory safely away. The Cowboys took
Mound came in last evening and was the lead in the third Inning, and,
a visitor in Las Vegas today.
through heavy hitting and clean
W. A. Berner of Chicago and Ar- fielding, maintained the lead until the
thur Evans of Texas were passen- seventh, when the Maroons tied
gers to Harvey' this morning.
things up.
Sorensen started the game on the
C. S. Culp of the
Sheep
of Albuquerque, came In slab for the Meadow City team, but
eompany
was replaced by Lockhart in the sixth
last evening from the Duke City.
Attorney William. G. Haydon left inning, after the visitors had touched j
tnis afternoon on train No. 10 for his delivery for eight clean hits,
which, with five errors, netted seven
Clayton on a short business trip.
Miss Schade and sister of St Louis runs. Abbott went the route on the
went : out to the
mountain mound for the Amarlllo aggregation

FQRREDUCTION
Always inquire of us

goods,

Tex-ans-

Dry

8 Graiailli

(The Popular Priced Store)

Culp-Bart-

(Phone Main 104.

Harvey
ranch resort today for a stay of In
definite length.
,
J. Donavan. a hydraulic engineer of
Colorado, came in last night from his
home in Denver,, and will be here sev
eral days on business,
Mrs. Jake Block, formerly of La's
Vegas, but now of Kansas City, Mo.,
and Miss Bertha Schoenberg are the
guests of Mrs. Cecilio Rosenwald.
Richard Smith, the contractor, left
this afternoon for Albuquerque, where
he has the contract for the brickwork
on the dorlmtory of the tndlan school
Clark Sturm, whose parents former
ly resided here, is in town from Elgin, 111., and will go" out to Harvey's
this evening to remain through the
summer. ..
H. A. Blackwell,
son of the late
A. M. Blackwell, of St. Louis, who
has been here several days on busi
ness, left last evening for Raton and

Cafe De Luxe
FINEST A LA CARTE BILL

f

-I- N THE STAT- E-
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BARNES & RUSH,

Props.

h

j

.

ALL GOOD FELLOWS GOTO

WOOD'S

Clayton
A, A. Jones, accompanied by Vin
cent Jones, W. T. .Mack of Denver
and George Donovan of Denver, left
this afternoon in an automobile on a
trip to the Beck grant
A big sale for one week of our entire line of stamped goods. Charles
Rosenthal.
.,
J. J". Behr, who was at one time
proprietor of the Graaf Dry Goods
store, came in yesterday from his
home in Wagon Mound, to purchase
goods for the Keithe Mercantile com
pany, which will open in the near

BUFFET
OFFICIAL DISPENSER

OF

CLD EIPY WHISKEY

CCOHS GCLCEN OEER ON

Brands of Bottled Beer

All

and Bonded Whiskies

and pitched excellent ball with the
exception of the eighth Inning when
ha seemingly laid down, allowing five
hits, which netted the fLve runs that
assured victory for the Maroons.
The feature of the game was Mon- ing's home run, wltn two men on
bases in the third inning. This was
one of the longest hits ever made on
local grounds, the ball going on a line
between the left and center fields,
and bounding to the race track. Sor- ensen's batting was another feature
of the game. He got four hits out
of four times at bat, one being for an
extra base.
The showing of the visitors yesterday was a surprise to the small audience of fans, that attended the game,
as they had Deen seemingly outclassed in the game on the morning of
July 4. However, their manager
claimed that in the opening game
of the series three of his regular
players were out of the game, and
their presence yesterday undoubtedly
had much to do with the near victory
for the Cowboys.
The Maroons and Amarlllo were
scheduled to play tnis afternoon and
will meet In the last game of the series tomorrow afternoon.
..
The box score:

Faaiily Trade Solicited

Phone Vegas 133 for
Wines, Liquors or Beer

'.

Amarlllo
Scott, rf

Harper, 4f

,

2b
3b

c

lb
ss
cf

.

p .
night
days vllstlng friends,
rf
Richardson,
Newman expects to re
for Denver.
v
turn to Las Vegas In the near future,
Totals
and will stage a fcout here.

Delivered Free

Las Vegas
Clark, If
IDENTIFYING DEAD
Buckles,
6.
more
Two
Corning, N. Y., July
cf
killed la the Lyons,
the two score

peared recently at Prescott on the
Chautauqua program and delighted
thousands of persons who heard her
readings. Miss Ross appeared In
Prescott with the Hkmoe Concert
The Pres
company of Albuquerque.
cott Journal-Mine- r
says:
Rare Indeed has there been such
a festal night of music and the" soft
cadences of the spoken voice In
Prescott as was provided by Mrs.
Hlmoe, Mrs. Winchester and Mae
Ross, the talented members of the
Hlmoe
Music company,
for the
Prescott Chautauqua last night.
A planiste ' of discrimination and
excellent taste, Mrs. Hlmoe was en
rapport with her large audience as
v

4

0

4

0

0

3

1

MsssssaMsam

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

mQlr

$1

further number of that master of tht
piano, his Ballade, In A flat presented new and delightful phases of her

artistry.

Miss Ross scored in a' dialogue,
from the pen of A. Conan Doyle, a

comparison between husand and
vife of the tilts at love before the
great passion came. The reader carried this along amazingly well. Her
reading of Jerome K. Jerome's Fen-nefrom the French of Francois Cop-pewas a notable Instance of her
versatility, composure and mental
L

e,

For ordinary everyday use, week after
week, aad month after
month, no motor car at any prico will give you mor faithful or
nduring secrtcs than an Ereritt "30" at $1,258.
It haa Uut power, the speed, the roominess 'and the comfort
that you need. It ia bl enough but not too big. It is as
simple
as any good car. can
it will etay in order and keep ruanln
under the most trying conditions. And It can be
your-e- lf
operatedby
at a fraction of the asual "automobile upkeep- met.
Thia last point la especially Interesting, iti truth can
bo read-B- y
demonstrated. The car will average 18 miles to the
of
gallon
fueL The tires are
unusually large, and therefore,
Ton need no chauffeur-nui- y
member, of your family can drive an
-Evert! 80- - , ,, .,. nV,
r j
Why should you pay an extravagant price for any automobile,
when you can get all the real advantages of the costliest In
the
-Thirty- at so reasonable a figure? Think it over, and let ns
show you the car.
wear-resistin-

,

As accompanist, Mrs. Hlmoe proved

a cnreful executant.
V

n-- F.
Sub-Agen-

ts

Dance by Catholic
Ladles Thursday Night

Automobile & Garage Co.,

Wanted

STATE AGENTS

Las Vegas, N.

M

The Catholic Ladles' Bazar associa
tion will give a dance next Thursday
evening in the O. R. C. hall. The la
dies of the society had planned a
dance for a week ago Thursday even
ing, but owing to numerous other attractions going on in the city they
postponed the affair. The Las Vegan
council of the Knights of Columbus
will assist the ladles in the dance
MISS MAE 'ROSS

soon sb the opening bars of Liszt's
Rhapsodie had been struck. This
most difficult composition
was ad;
dressed by the gifted lady with unimpeachable tact and commanding
distinction, and hearty
applause
brought a dainty encore.
For her clear enunciation, delicate
attractive
phrasing and exceedingly
presence, Mrs. Winchester deserves
an equal meed of praise and In her
first number, the enchanting solo of
Puccini's Madame Butterfly, In which
she pictures the return of her sailor-love- r,
'
she endeared herself to the
AB. R. H. )PO. A. ia.
700 lovers of music present.
1
3 2
Mrs. Winchester was, perhaps, at
3 2 1
her happiest with Godard's Berceuse
5 1 3
from "Jocelyn." The despairing Ele5
gy of Massenet fitted well Into her
second number. In both, Miss Irene
Wells lent sympathetic assistance
5
with violin obligates.
4
In her delicately
Mrs. Hlmoe,
.4
beautiful Interpretation of the Noc
.1
turne, for the left hand, by Seriabne,
4T T 12 24 12 4 which was followed by Chopin's preAB. H. ri. PO. A. is. lude D, played entranclngly and a
.4' U 0 3 0 0

c..f.

515 DOUGLAS AVE.
Come and Try Your Luck

Miss Mae Ross
Score
Triumph,
Miss May Ross of this city has ex
tended her circle of friends and ad
mirers to Arizona, where she ap-

.

Moning.
Merrill.
Ashley,
future.
Rowan,
Louis Newman, the Denver light
Baker,
of
Las
Vegas,
boxer,
formerly
weight
who has been in Las Vegas seevral Myers,
Abbott,
left last

.

W.

i

:

be-

Goods, Shoes and Clothing.

Hoffman
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SCRATCH

fore buying elsewhere as
our prices remain the lowest for the highest class of
ready-to-we- ar

The Car For Service

next Thursday evening and have donated the use of the hall for the affair
In the- past dances given by the Catholic ladles have been attended by
large crowds who' have always had a
jolly time, and It is expected that history will repeat itself on the occasion
of next Thursday night Admission
will be 25 cents.
14
V
4
Not Much Doing

f

"FORT" CANNED GOODS
RE

Finest

SEN T getablesQuality
From
The Same Day.

Fruits and VeField to Can

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

Noted; For

';
QUALITY-PURITY-CLEANLI-

NESS

x

Society Circles
It may have been on account of the
excitement accompanying the crowds
that were in town, or that the society
belles of Las Vegas were away on
vacation trips, or possibly it happened to be an off week but at any
rate bridge parties, bailes, and other
society events were not a part of life
in the Meadow City during the past
week, and to the best knowledge of
the society editor there will be little
doing in the little berg on the banks
of the Galllnas during the next seven
days. One dance, which is to be given Thursday evening in the O. R. C.
hall by the Catholic Ladies' Bazaar
Association being the only event in
line at the present time.
In

0

ASK YOUR GROCER FOB "FORT"

BUM).

1

Every visitor in Las Vegas to call
upon us. Bring your friends. Our store
is one of the show places of Vegas.

In the javelin throwng, E. Lemlng,
AMERICANS GET OFF
was
first with 60 metres and 64
of
persons
Lockhart, ss, p ....4 2 2 0 3
J. J. Saaristo, Finland
centimeters;
Lackawanna wreck near here, were
1 2 3 4
....4
Owen, 3b
66
58
centimeters,
are:
meters,
John
OLYMPIC
second,
identified today. They
3 2.2 1 1
Ellis, rf
50
55 meters
A BANKER'S ADVICE
Miklos
Maker of Uncommon Jewlery.
third.
Kovacs
N.
Jules
SampJ.;
Harrison,
Kennedy,
......... 3 1 13
lb
Mclntyre,
TO YOUNG PEOPIE
centimeters.
son,' 392 Central avenue, Jersey City,
2
3
2
3
(Continued from Page One)
"We hear much of conservation of N. ,J. This leaves eight bodies to Ward, 2b
4 0 5
'
Sorensen, p, ss ....4 2
Manton, Mich.
George L- - Hlgble,
Tteouices these days. Now that Is be Identified.
Seventh heat J. C. Soutter, Eng used Foley Kidney Pills for kidney
right for the resources of the eara.
Careful checking of the list has de
:4 12 15 27 17
m..,
iUUUB
land first; Melvin W. Sheppard, Irish- and bladder trouble. He says:
but Vm a very strong believer In Ue veloped that the number of dead was
find for my case no other medicine
score
innings:
The
by
American, second. The result was
velopment of resources when applies 39. with one missing. The latter ia
equals Foley Kidney pills for bene
1
0411000 x--12 surprise. The Englishman sprinted ficial
If it may be termed a science must
to men.
effect" They are a safe ana
the
daughter of Mr. and
6
1
1
3 1
200 yards from the finish and crossed reliable medlclno for kidney trouble
"I mean by this that our young Mrs. William M. Armstrong of Hobo- - Las Veaas ....0
bases
Stolen
include a means of presenting the
the tape six yards ahead of Sheppard, and rheumatism. Contain no harmful
men and women should develop their ken, both of whom were killed. Cor
2, Mon
Sorensen
Shaefer, Red Cross
drugs. O.
Ward,
Ellis.
rwv
to
who
I
receive
In
appliwinded
be
week
the
appeared
bad
so
was
Every
.capacity.
oner Smith said the child
,
Drug Store.
proposition to the greatest number '
hits Harper, Clark. first 200,
cations from some of our young peo- ly mangled that the body was remov- ing. :n: Sacrifice
flw
of prospective buyers. To reach this
w KllCKlBa. i n V Soren- Eighth heat, G. M- Brock, Ontario For soreness of the muscles, wheth
sacriiiut?
; J
ple who have much natural capacity, ed by bits and not identified.
Lockhart, Ellis,
er Induced by violent exercise or in
wfMonlne.
and
the necessary general education,
No death occurred during the night
Double first; James E. Meredith, Merceburg
fort!ner.
class in the southwest usi the'
there Is nothing better than
qualiJ. A. Victor, S6uth jury,
who possess that
among the five seriously injured per plays-Ly- ons
Chamberlain's Liniment This lini
to Buckles. Innings academy, second;
not
- Africa, third. It was a beautiful close ment also relieves rheumatic pains.
fication, personality, yet they're
sons, in the hospitals. Three of these
o o,
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pitched by Sorensen
com- For sale by all dealert-- race between four Anglo-Saxoat all fit to do the things I want are expected to recover. The
faorenolf
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to
petitors.
burst
done.
old boy who was among the unidenti hart
the
a
15.
'
- i.v, nff Ahhott
In these days of high cost of living,
sen 8, 011
peofied injured at the Corning hospital
"My advice to all such young
Abbott 1, off front a' few feet before the tape. Time a medicine that gets a man up out
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bussome
one
good
57
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Go
seconds.
Leonard
as
minute,
this:
was
Identified
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last
night
of bed and able to work In a few days
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2. Hit by pitcher-El- lis.
iness school, learn bookkeeping and Brooks of New York City. The boy Sorensen
Ninth heat, E. J. Henley, England, Is a valuable and welcome remedy.
Balk Sorenpitch-SoreWild
busi'
still , is unconscious and his chances
Hans Braun, Germany, second; John Heath, Michigan Bar, CaL, had
stenography and their attendant
sen. Time of game 1:45. Umpire first;
bladder trouble, was
ness subjects, then come to me and for recovery are slleht. There re
Thomas J. Halpln, Boston A. C. and kidney and
confined to his bed, unable to turn
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Drug
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"Foley Kidney Pills high school, first; E. Kern, Germany,
In bis blood.
Williams has fought and defeated
him
Btttirelv cured me and also removed
this fall. I have decided to have
WRITER OF COLORADO such boys as Battling Chlco, Jimmie
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for you. Invest $500 In Jackson.out the most efficient office help of at this time serious trouble may be of rheumatism. O. O. Shaefer, Red
Third heat, Alvah T. Meyers,
With plenty of money in his pocket
that if he could stand up with
o. No, I avoided.
Chamberlain's Colic, Chol- Cross Drug Store.
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any.... school that I know
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4 railroads, splendid wagon roads, clever little bantamweight, left this large number of friends here by his
lead
heat
me
Ralph
Detroit
for
Craig,
and
it"
thank
will
of,
frequently
my advice they
Do not let first; R. Rau, Germany, second. Time
fever.
and
ad-- i
bronchitis,
hay
man's
HERMIT
LODGE
this
nearby markets, every social and afternoon for Denver. Williams may clever boxing and his gentlemanly
Now, young reader,
cold get a hold on you, but use 10
seconds.
It is understood that a
Free il- return here at some time in the near behavior.
environment.
educational
In the midst of tall pines. The most your
nrthT of consideration.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
D.
Fifth
F.
UniLand future to tattle with Bennle Chaves Denver sport writer has taken over
heat
Womanada
In
booklet
on
resort
Scenic
the
Llppincott,
lustrated
Highregard peautiful
for quick relief. W. H. Allen, Chel
Write today for information
Williams' management and will see
association, 71 West 23rd St., New of Trinidad, bantamweight champion
sea, wis., says: "w prerer roiey s versity of Pennsylvania, first; W. R.
to our courses in business, stenog- way, excellent trout fishing,
'
that he has plenty of battles and amWilto
Mountain
other
Tar
and
the
second.
district.
of
Time
Applegarth,
Compound
England,
York.
Rocky
Courses
Honey
accommodations.
Running
raphy, civil service, banking.
'
seconds.
liams says he Is sore to think Chaves ple pay for hia performances.
, enfcwil Ar hv mail.
mountain spring water, broad porch- cough medicines because it quickly 10
coughs and colds. It will ward
Sixth heat F. V. Belote, Chicago,' WANTED Every lady and child to defeated Tommy. Murphy.
He deThe Ideal cures
BUSINESS COLes, rustic swings, music.
ALBUQUERQUE
off a cold If taken in time." Contake a look at the bargains In our clares he can whip Chaves sufficiently
LEGE.
place for an outing. Table unexcelled. tains no opiates. O. G. Shaefer, Red first; W. A. Stewart, Australia, sec
ond. Time 11
Read The Optic.
linen sale. 5, 10 and 25 Cent Store. thoroughly to even up any score he
seconds.
MRS. S. B. WARNER, In Charge.
Cross Drug Store.
A special school by specialists.
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BLACK

CAT

The Captain's

Partners and Employes of New York
Real Estate Firm Have Joined
Ranks ef Believers.

He Never Will

Daughter

Never say there Is no luck In a
black cat For months a
real estate firm In the Fifth avenue
region had been doing Just a rent'
paying business. Then, one day, a

Understand

well-know- n

C MITRAL II 01 EL

saunt.
dejected black cat
Disgusted ! no word la. which to paused on the threshold
and licked bis
mind
of
condition
Betts'
Miss
describe
FLINT, Prop
and looked in.
the other day when she found she chops,
Kitty, kitty," said the Junior part
Cor. Grand and .Douglas Ave.
was to share bar stateroom on a
south-bounsteamer with Miss Phlllls ner. Tom came in. The junior partSast Las Vegas, N. M.
, .
ner sent the office boy to the nearest
Brown. She clenched her elderly fists
restaurant to get a saucer of milk.
and grit her elderly teeth and betook
That night Tom curled up on the Junherself to the purser's office.
ior's desk, and next day the latter
In
woman
a
"There's
my stateroom,"
made a $400,000 sale.
can
announced acridly, "an' you
LAS VEGAS GARAGE she
"Mere accident," said the firm's
jest put her somewheres else. I don't moat
room
expensive salesman. "Pooh! Ri
the
in
have
want
to
a'
stranger
M BIEHL, Propietor
diculous superstition! Here, kitty!"
with me.'
80 he won Tom's transitory affec
416 Grand Ave
Tra sorry, madam, but it cau't be tions
with liver and honeyed words.
The boat is so crowded," said
helped.
Phone Main 447
It got so that be couldn't come in the
the purser.
"I wouldn't of come at all ef I had office without Tom sharpening his
Battery Charging Station
I'd haTe some other horrid claws on the legs of his new $70 suit
But the
salesman dldnt
Automobiles lor Hire
passenger in the room with me,"
He got his reward, for
complain.
woman.
wtsened
little
sulked the
after a time he made the best sale
"Oh, she isn't a horrid pasesnger,"
soothed the purser good naturedly. he'd turned oft in a year. The managing partner lined his waste basket
"You'll like her when you know her."
with silk and carelessly threw catnip
"Think sor sniffed Miss Betts
under
his desk, and In other fashions
me."
know
"You
don't
xr at
catered to the sensual ap
Shamelessly
the
purser,
"Perhaps not," responded
A.,
who knew Miss Brown's father. "But petites of that stray feline. Tom bethere are few ladies who could help gan to observe him on a Monday. Be .
fore Saturday of that week the manag-Carriage Manufacturer,
liking the captain's daughter."
ing partner had sold a summer hotel,
exclaim"The
captain's daughter!"
General Blacksmithing
which had been a drug on the market
mollified.
somewhat
ed Miss Betts,
"It might be an advantage to know for two years. Apart from these sales
Carriage Painting
the general business of the office in
the captain' daughter."
'DEALER IN
largely from the day of Tom's
"It wUl be a great advantage," said creased
entrance.
the
confidently.
purser
Heavy Hardware andjO
"I've heard that care would kill a
"Shell sit at the captain's table, of
Material
Wag-ocourse, an' she'll know all the ship's cat," said the managing partner. "But
officers, I s'pose. An' maybe she'll say, is there any danger to dear old
take me round an show me the whole Tom if we overfeed him?" Cincinnati
Times Star.
ship an' I never was through a ship
In my life," remarked Miss Betts, musOh, well, I guess she can HEARD ONLY
ingly.
CALL OF Dim
stay," concluded the little woman,
CLAY AND HAVENS
restored to good
now completely
Brave Irish Physician Scorned Danger
.
humor.
When Welfare of Patient
Livery, Feed and Sales Stables.
lither
Then she bobbed away with
Was at Stake.
to
her
and
tle
steps
returning
mincing
Good Rigs & Prompt Service
stateroom made herself pleasant In
The talk of how Dr. O'Brien of
Phone Main 71 her own peculiar way to Miss Phlllls
11202 National Ave
braved the Atlantio storm to
on
the
found
she
whom
sitting
Brown,
a sick patient has made all west
edge of the lower berth, groping in help
her handbag for a box of candy. "It'll ern Ireland ring with his praises.
He received a wire that his servlcei
be real nice to have company," reJOHN N. KINNEY
marked Miss Betts ingratiatingly. "I were urgently needed on the island oi
but the storm was raging
s'pose you won't mind taking the up- Innlsmaan,
I ain'f so spry as I was." so fiercely that he had difficulty In
berth.
per
!
ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR
"I won't mind at all," assented Miss finding a crew willing to put to sea,
At last he succeeded and the corragb
Brown.
small canvas boat started on its
father'd
40.
approve
think
"Do
Phone
Main
your
Rxth and Douglas.
you
of your eatln" that candy Just before four and a half mile Journey through
the surging waters that ran with ten
puttin' out to sea?"
think he'd mind," replied rifle force between Innlsmore and In"I
don't
I PETER
P. MACKEL
Miss Brown. "Won't you have some?" nlsmaan.
It was a life and death battle all thi
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
"Oh, Lor', no! I'd be sick
.
.
f
a M
r
cats ef I was to eat it Does your way, half the men striving to keep th
boat headed across the straits while
father ever gtt seasick T"
I
and Q lax lug.
he does sometimes," re- the rest bailed out the water that was
believe
"I
1
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
sponded the young lady, looking cur- continually Bhipped. At length InnlsUTest Side Plaza
Old Town
iously at Miss Betts. "Why do you maan was reached, the patient's llf .
was saved and the return Journey
ask T"
"Oh, nothln. I Just wanted to
THE ROMERO ADV. CO know," said Miss Betts. "I s'pose By that time a regular hurricane
the run of the whole ship," was blowing and several times thi
"PUBLICITY EXPERTS" you have
doctor and his crew seemed on th
she continued.
SIGNS FOR YOUR
"No more than any one else," re- point of death when they happened
Miss
again looking upon some trawlers at anchor, with
OFFICE, STORE OR FACTORY pudiated at her Brown,
which they sheltered till a lull In the
new acquaintance.
curiously
Miss Betts raised her already highly tempest enabled them to make a dash
L Muslin Signs, Office Lettering
arched eyebrows, til they were almost for the shore.
Window Display Cards
lost. among the roots of her sparse
&
Wall
Bulletin Display Signs
hair but she merely said: "Well, any
bellow Frout
Something Hubby Didn't Know.
5FF FFMFW
way, mebbe you'll be able to take me
Miss Elsie de Wolfe, "America"!
ULL JLtlllLll Fountain Square
round and show me the interestln' best dressed
woman," jvas talking
parte of the ship. The galleys an' the about the
skirts ' of the new
draped
conshe
the
room,"
an'
ingine
bridge
fashions.
cluded vaguely.
"I heard an Easter anecdote the
indeed,"
responded Miss other
Yes,
!
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
day about these new skirts," she
Brown, "I'll show you all I can." Later
Lock and Gunsmith Bicycle and on she kept her word nobly and pa- said.
"A young wife, at the Marlborougn-BlenheiGeneral Repairing
tiently walked the little old woman
at Atlantio City, appeared
she
all
her
about the ship, telling
520-6t- h
Street
E. Las Vegas knew of ships in general and of this before her husband in a draped suit
of cream colored cloth, ready for the
ship In particular.
boardwalk's Easter parade.
But her explanations did not appar
"'How do I look, George?' she said,
that
for
Miss
Betts,
ently satisfy
"'Fine.
reAutomobiIe,"Carriage &
she
were
retiring,
night, as thty
" 'But tell me, George, does my skirt
Ihould
your pa
marked, "I
even all around?'
would
you all there was to hang
"'Yes,' said George, after a close
know about ships."
look. 'Yes, quite even.'
- "He has told me a lot about them,"
N. 0. HERMAN
.
, "'Oh, dear!' said she, 'then 111 hav
Brown.
Miss
replied
These new
to
go upBtairs again.
of
was
yon
lots
' Grand Ave
things
"Well, there
429
couldn't tell me about this one an' draped skirts, you know, " don't bang
seems to me you might of. An' down right if they hang even.'
to the saloon, when we was at dinner, we didn't sit at the captain's taWoman Doctors In Siberia.
ble at all."
A number of influential Siberlani
Miss
asked
"Were you going to?"
are petitioning the Ministry of EducaBrown.
tion in St Petersburg to allow women
"Was I goln' tot Of course I was to be admitted to the medical faculty
goln' to. I though that was one of In the University of Tobolsk. The pe
the privileges of roomin' with the titloners point out that there is s
captain's daughter. That's what I un- wide field for women doctors in Siderstood.
I should think your father beria, where It Is often difficult foi
would want to have you sit with him settlers to get medical aid.
at table an' I should think he'd introThere are many Mohammedans in
duce you to all the ship's officers."
and It Is explained that
the
I'm sure I don't know what you re only country,
women doctors can come to their
Miss
Brown,
talking, about," returned
help in illness, as they do not permit
with a Dewimerea iook. "My lamer men to see their wives and
daughters
doesn't know any of the officers."
Many women have entered the medical
a
he's
then,
"Well,
captain,
funny
In Russia proper, and
Protect your eatable this hot weathto know the officers of his own profession
there are a great many women prac
er by having plenty of our Ice In your not
ship!"
dentistry, a department of surg
refrigerator. Our Ice vls Pure In qual"I think you must be dreaming, ticing
which does not seem to have atery
In
and
delivAll
Reasonable
Miss Betts!" exclaimed the girl. "My
price.
ity
tractions for the English woman.
les are made promptly and in a prop father has nothing to do with this
cor with seating
er manner. Remember, in ordering ship nor its officers vs.'?!
a. My father
the passengers at
Pros and Cons of Home Work.
Ice, to order from
to have served In the Span
happens
girls in the highest class in
Fifty
. THE CRY8TAL
ICE CO.
ish war and held the rank of captaia a certain English council school on a
Phone Main 227
He never set foot on this ship that I recent occasion, when the school was
know of."
thrown open to the inspection of par"Then the purser lied!" snapped ents, treated the visitors to a spirited
HERMIT L0D8E
Miss Betts indignantly.
debate on the question of compulsory
In the midst of tall pines. The most Yet
v
the purser had not lied.
home work. Mothers who accepted an
fceautiful resort on the Scenic Highinvitation to speak were about equalway, excellent trout fishing,
May and May Not.
ly divided on the subject, and when
accommodations.
Running
"The marriage license clerks were the motion was put to the whofe class
voted for obligatory home
mountain spring water, broad porch literally swamped with applicants on twenty-ninlessons and fourteen against them.
s, rustic swings, music. The Ideal Christmas Eve."'
will Some of the girls refrained from com"Ah! I wonder If the Yule-tleplace for an outing. Table unexcelled.
"
tied
than
the
longer
stay
mitting themselves on the question.
MRS. a B. WARNER, in
.
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Mrs. Bruce pat down the letter in a
lutter of excitement. Her face was

lushed with pleasure and her eyes
iparkled with anticipation. She hurried to the telephone, bat just as she
aid her hand on the receiver she
JhangedT her mind.
'No, I'll have the fun of telling Dick
'ace to face," she said to herself.
The thought of bis surprise and
quickened her feet on the stairs
is she ran to her room to dress for
:he street. All the way downtown she
pictured her husband's amazement and
pleasure in the news she had for him.
3he determined to make him guess a
lew times before she told him.
It was with some difficulty that she
modified the illumination of her beaming face as she entered her husband's
office.
He must not suspect at first
that she was the bearer of such good
tidings. As It happened, he was busy
telephoning when she approached his
desk and he merely nodded as she
tank Into a chair by his side. She bad
therefore plenty of time to compose
her features. So It was with quite a
successfully grave face that she greet.
9d him when he finally ceased his telephonic conversation.

COLUMN
RATES
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CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

ADVER-
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ND
ALWAYS
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.MORA ORDERi

THE BEST

GOODS

'Well, dear?" he began. At the same
Instant the telephone bell began also,
and in another second he was deeply
engrossed in a conversation that to
Mrs. Bruce seemed to have lasted ful-
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munication first and
third Thursday in
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N. O. Herman, W. M-- J
Secretary,
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Five cents per line eaon Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a Una,
No ad to occupy lets
space than two
lines. All advertla menta
charged
will be booked at space
actually set,
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advance preferred.
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LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
R-KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
jfcular conclave) aeesjavt Ta--a-- B. P. O. ELKS .Meets, swond aad
day In each month at If
fourth Tuesday evening of each
sonio Tempi at 7:0 p. m-- CD.
month at O. K. C. halt Vliting
Taaune, R
Boucher. 8. C; Cha
brothers are cordially invi;td. P.
corder.
.
D. W.
D. McElroy, Exalted Iin)-rCondon, Secretary.
ROYAL
LAS VEQAS CHAPTER No. ft,
eonvocaATTOICNHYh
ARCH MAWNagmlr
m
Uoo lrst Moooay
HUNKER
HUNKER
moatt at Kaaonle Temlwf
''beter
ple, at T:S0 p. m. M. R. Geo. H. Hunker
WUIuunav H. P.; T. O.
Attorney st Law
New
Blood. Secretary.
Laa Vexaa.
RANSFORD CHAPTER

NO. 2, O. E.

PHYSICIAN

first and third rrtdayi
DR. H. W. HOUF
Maasala Temple, lira. T. B. Bowen,
Residence 1016 Fifth St
Rati edge
Worthy Matron; Jamaa
Office 506',4 Crand Avenue
Worthy Patrom; Mrs. George Trlp,
Phones Res. Main 293. Office Main 4
120
129,
Secretary. Fione ldala
Office hours 10 to 12 m.; 2 to 4 p. m.
Grand avenue.
In

a

Wanted
WANTED A cook.
Cecelio Rosenwald,

Apply to Mrs.

1054
Seventh
ten minutes.
street
"
t FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
to
came
I
she
said
down
"Dick;
inCUTTMECA-Iwhen at last he bung up the receiver.
10J Meets every Monday night at
'Just a minute, Lucy. I've got to WANTED Agents. Singer Sewing
O. R, C. HalL on
Machine Co., 608 Douglas.
call up Bentley at once and tell him of
Douglas avenue, at
EAST BOUrJD
S o'clock.
this matter that Hardwich was phonVisiting members are
cordially w looms. B. L Qehring, Arrlva
ing me about."
WANTED Porter at Hotel La PenAfter Bentley had been put In pos
Ml a,
president; J. T. Buhlar, secretary; No. J.... ;10 p. m.
sion.
session of a long list of facts and de11:10 . ,
No. 4.. ...11:06 p m.
C H. Bally, treasarar.
tails that to Mrs. Bruce were about
a. a.
1:
No. 8.... 1:16 a. m
WANTED Walters, waitresses and
d
as clear as so much Sanskrit her
. st
2:10
m..
10
1:45
No.
p.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
pastry cook, at Plaza Hotel.
again turned to her with a welMeet in the forest of brothei
coming smile.
w!ST BOUND
'This morning, Dick, I received a
love at Woodmen of the Wor
"
1:4S p.
1:20 p. m.
letter from
No. 1
hall, on the second and fourth
"Ting-a-lin6:15 p.
S.'
m
a.
rang the
6:10
No.
of each month at 8 p. m. C. Cla
Its Insistent demand for FOR SALE
telephone.
4:60 p.
m
'...4:40
No.
p.
7...
G.
Underwood
Clerk.
VU
Consul;
Laemml6,
typewriter
his attention promptly brought Bruce'a
7:00
m
n.
9.
6:35
No.
and motorcycle. Inquire Bacharach
ing neighbors are especially w
ear to the receiver.
come
and
.Brothers.
Is
ex
invited.
cordially
that right!" he
"By George,
claimed after he had listened a min
In these days of high cost of living,
ute. "It's a pretty big deal, isn't It? FOR
SALE Two cabs and two J. E. R08ENWALD LODGE NO. 545. a medicine that gets a man up out
Well, youll have) to go to Hardwich
bed and able to work in a few daya
I. O. of B, B. Meets
teams. All in good condition. Cheap
every first of
for the figures. Yes, we can send over
a vs.iua.blA and welcome remedy.
is
Dan
See
Rhodes.
Tuesday of the month In the vesb? John Heath, Michigan Bar, CaL, had
our schedule, but Hardwich can give
rooms of Temple Monteflore at
you more data. Yes, certainly, I'll ask
kidney and bladder Ctmoie, jra
o'clock p. m. Ylsiting brothers are confined to his bed, nnable to turn
him. Don't mention it. I have plenty FOR SALE For cash, upright piano
of time.
No trouble whatever." He
in good condition.
610
Isaac Appel without help. "I commenced using
cordicily invited
Cheap.
Kidney Pills- and can truly
hung up the receiver.
Main street.
President; Charles Qreenclay, Sec- Foley was
reloleved at once." His exsay I
"That was a chance to do the great
retary.
ample is worth following. O.,' 1
Amalgamated company a little favor,"
Shaefer, Red Cross Drug Store.
he said smilingly to Mrs. Bruce. But
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC "
before his hand had left the receiver
NO. 804. Meets second and foan
he changed his mind and took it down
Summer- colds are hard to get rid
in O. R. C. hall. Pion
followed
a
and
Thursday
Then
FOR
RENT
dip
long
Three new rooms furagain.
of, and frequently lead to asthma
Mrs.
lomatic appeal to Hardwich.
building. Visiting members are or
nished for light housekeeping. 921
bronchitis, and hay fever. Do not let
Bruce sat through It patiently, buoyed
dially invied. Peter Emenaker, G. your cold get a hold on you, but use
Lincoln.
up by the thought of the perfectly deK., Richard Devlne, F. 8.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
lightful surprise she still had in store ROOM for
for quick relief., W. H. Allen, Chelrent Inquire Optic.
for her husband.
sea,
Wis., says: "We. prefer Foley's
I. O. 0. F., LAS VEGA3 LODGE NO
Once more the receiver was hung up
Honey and Tar Compound to other
1. Meets every Monday
on its hook and Bruce, swinging FURNISHED room with bath, .11
evening a. cough medicines because it qulclil,'
around in his chair, Bald, "Going shop
Tenth street, four blocks from de
their h&'l on Sixth street All visit cures coughs and colds. It will ward
ping, Lucy?"
pot
ing brethren cordially invited to at oft a cold it taken in time." Conno opiates. O. G. Shaefer, Red
"No, Dick, I came down especially
tend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.; tains
Cross Drug Store.
to tell you" Then the loud ring of
FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
V.
M.
Frank Fries,
Elwood
G.; T.
the telephone drowned her voice.
Secretary; Karl Werts, Treasurer
housekeeping rooms, electric lights,
"Hullo. Yes. Oh, Mr. Bonthorne!
George L. Hteble.' Mantnn.
and bath, also single rooms excellent C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Very glad to hear from you. Why, yes,
used Foley Kidney Pills for kidney
I think so. No trouble at all. I have
location, 918 Eighth street
ana bladder trouble. He says: "1'
the whole project mapped out here in
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tue
nna for my case no other medicine
can
I
if
read
desk.
Yes,
you wish,
my
each
Wood
at
equals Foley Kidnev ntlia
evenings
month,
day
now.
off the main points for you."
Chamberlain's Colic,
Buy it
man halt Visiting Brothers cot ficial effect" They are a safe and
Bruce drew a thick package of pa- Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is al
medicine for kidney trouble
to attend. A. M reliable
dially Invited
pers from a pigeon hole and began to most certain to be needed before the
and rheumatism. Contain
no harmful
read slowly and carefully numerous summer is over. Buy it now and be
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, 8e drugs
O: G. Shaefer, Red Croas
'
an
for
such
For
prepared
emergency.
of
lists
and
figures.
long
paragraphs
retary.
Drug Store;
Mrs. Bruce gave his back a despairing sale by all dealers.
and
glance, fidgeted for ten minutes
During the summer months moth
then, rising quietly, slipped out of the
ers of young children should watch
:
office.
ror any unnatural looseness of the
bowels.
When
nromnt
eiven
attntion
MM Iba. or Mora, Each Deliver
Me per 18a ia(.
Half an hour later she called up ber at this time serious
trouble mav ha
IrOM Iba. to 2,00 Iba, Each Delivery
husband on the telephone from a dry avoided.
260 per lot Iba.
Chamberlain's Colic. Chol
I be. te 1,004 lbs
Kact. Da livery
goods store. Somewhat to her sur- era ana Diarrhoea
Me per IN Ika.
Remedy can alM iba. to 200 Iba
Eaeh Delivery
prise the line was not busy and she got ways be depended upon. For sale
4o par 1a Ika.
by
the connection at once.
all dealers.
Less Than 64 lbs Each D4iver
64s pay 1
"Is this you, Dick?"
"Yes, Lucy. Where in the world
A
Dysentery Is always serious an.i nf.
did you disappear to? I was
when I turned from the phone ten a dangerous disease, but it can be
a minute ago to find you gone. Why curea. cnamberlain's Colic, Cholera
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purit
ana Diarrhoea Remedy has cured it
didn't you wait?"
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
even
when
malignant and epidemic
"Because I came downtown purposeFamaus Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
or
saie Dy all dealer?
ly to tell you something. I got a letShe
ter from Mrs. Morse today.
says
that she and Mr. Morse are going to
California in their private car week
PLATTSBURG HONORS LAKE.
it
m
m.,. 'i
after next and they want us to go with
Plattsburg, N. Y., July 6. An Im
them. Mr. Morse thinks that will give posing monument
to commemorate
!1
you a chance to viBit the San Franthe three hundredth anniversary of
to
write
cisco agency. He's going
you
U
or call you up on the long distance, the discovery of Lake ChamDlain was
dedicated
here
but Mrs. Morse said she couldn't wait
today with an interest
to tell me of the plan."
ing program that included literary
"Fine!" said Bruce. "But, Lucy, exercises and a military parade. The
why in the world didn't you tell me oration of the day was delivered
by
this when you were In the office? It Francis Lynde Stetson
of New York.
takes my breath away. I don't see
The memorial consists of a huge
how you could keep it to yourself all
Classified ad3. search out the people to whom
amour al
granite pedestal surmounted by a
the time you were over here."
of
who MIGHT BUY-- the
those
particular thing is worth most.
"Don't you, really?" returned Mrs. statue of the famous discoverer, Samuel de Champlaln. At the base of the
Bruce, laughing.
That property you want to sell is?WORTH MOST to someWhen he found that she had broken monument Is a canoe with the
who
figure
one
reads the ads. in this newspaper and would
to
himself, of an
the connection Bruce said
never
Indian peering anxiously out
of your property unless it were advertised here.
hear
"Well, it I live to be a hundred and as if
at
the
invasion
of the white
seven I'll never understand women."
stranger. The memorial occupies a
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper,
want
commanding position at the mouth
He Might.
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles
of
the Saranac river, on a rise of
"Dinkle wouldn't take a dollar that
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
Jldn't belong to him, no matter how ground overlooking
any
the harbor of
sort, and musical instruments.
hard up he was."
Cumberland Bay, where was fought
"Suppose he had a chance to take the famous battle of
As the classified ads. are read by all possible
Plattsburg, Sepx million dollars?"
buyers, of a
1814.
tember
11.
sorts of things, they have come to be the finders
man
is
a
possible
WelL Dinkle
"Ahem!
of the
ly

bus-ban-
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raited Stales

,

"u,le'aw mm, ..the. absence

anwi...

rexaj wl
ome Interest!
,,..,,''-m-"iiiur, me
oi
vis t
10 America
of ri,nnQ..
ner elT"n by the Hos
...
i
.ration of the cent,, oth
...
v,
great novelist. The
presided over bv th.
.
s

t.,,

of International copyright, of
Dickens' moral right to the receipts
from the sale of his books, Mr. Reld
asked: "loes anyone happen to re-

member the precise terms of the British copyright account with Mrs. Harriet lleecher Stowe, for a novel that
..,.
was read here almost as widely as
aon and the
company included the sur- - some of Mr. Dickens' and
wki creditgrandchildren and ed with almost as gref sn effect on
relatives of Dickens.
the progress of tte world a work
Ana so often hanoen. i
f that was translated Into all
f,.n.,0
languages
the kind in England, the
Tnlted Stat, and sold In all lands? Can we see
moassador was the chief
the settlement of the Knslish copyAfter paying a tribute to
Dickens, who right for the works of a poet named
ecognlze, !n America a!-- ! Henry Wadsworth Longfellow,
who
naId
sold here as widely as Alfred TennySir. Reid mentioned that he was one1 son; or of the similar account for
of a small number who remembered the contributions to our rommon noble
and partlelpted !n the farewell ban-- ! English literature by Nathaniel Hawquet to Charles Dickens in the old thorne, Washington Irving, Ralph
Fourteenth street Delmonlco's In New Waldo Emerson, James Russell LowTork at the close of his second visit ell or John Lathrop Motley?"
to America In April, 1868.
The ambassador thought It wiser to
"It was a banquet," said Mr. Reld. forget these mutual shortcomings and
"not only to a great novelist, who had recall Instead the spirit In which
written many things about our people Dickens dealt with them at that bantoo near the truth to he popular at the quet at Delmonlco's 40 years ago, and
time, but also to a Rreat editor In his his promise to have reproduced in evown country, from srreat editors in the ery subsequent edition of Martin
and of
American
country which he visited; and It was Chuzzle-witjhe
presided over by the greatest of them, Notes the words he used on that ocan editor of Immortal emmory In the casion "a pledge most honorably
history of the country which he serv- kept by his family and publishers to
ed In Its gravest crisis and in its this day. The spirit seems to me still
grandest achievement, Horace Gree- of" good omen for both England and
ley. At his right sat Charles Dickens America:
' and next to
" 'It would be better for this globe
the guest sat a spotless
chevalier In the warfare of opinion to be riven by an earthquake, fired by
that preceded the civil war George a comet, overrun by an iceberg, and
William Curtis, a man of letters abandoned to the Arctic fox and bear,
worthy to he associated with Mr. than it should present the spectacle
and an orator worthy o of those two great nations, each of
speak on the same platform. There whom has, In its own way and hour,
3 a long list of representative mem- - striven so hard and sucessfully for
a oi me
proiession, ana an coraiai freedom.ever again being arrayed the
eager to make the honored guest one against the other."
welcome and at home as eager
If Jefferson Brick had never been
Cottage life, which used to be a pict pai nted from the life from the occu-- i turesque feature of rural England,
pajtt of a New Tork editorial offlce." promises to become a thing of the
.Referring to the disregard, In the past The cottages are falling Into
I

...

ofle

din, ...

7' cha.

J

f

sp.-ake-

"
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York houte, In whose atudio ii
viewed am! approved by many famous art
vitVs. The aiijiiuiiinu
dome is a costly and beautiful example of art glass work. The proscenium arch, of moisalc, made In Budaand will
pest, Is being
soon be ready to be put In place.
The stage has been equipped with
the most Improved machinery for moving the curtains and scenery. The
has 600 square meters of floor
theater
umph."
The exterior Is finished with
space.
a
The National Catholic party was
of the dome and several
the
exception
In
the
factor
presidential
conspicuous
rlous.
statues
bronze
which remain to be
In their national convention
In Essex there are parishes where election.
placed.
of
16
they supported the candidacy
no marriages have taken place for
for the presidency, and named
years, in other places of rural exo
The ancient palace of the Montezudus Is taking place on account of the Francisco L. de la Barra for
ma
on the heights of Chapultepec,
old
Although
of
the
condemnation and collapse
now'
the home of the president. and
on
the
cottages. In the neighborhood of a profess to see In this activity
his family, is soon to he provided
tendchurch
a
the
of
head
the
Bmall holding district of Berkshire part of
with the very modern wireless teleseveral couples were recently forced ency toward making the church all
Another station Is
graph equipment.
the
before
in
the days
to take lodgings In the workhouse for powerful, as
In Torreon. Both
to
established
be
enactment of the "Laws of Reform"
want of cottage accommodation.
will be equipped with hlh
stations
recogunder President Juarez, they
and will be In
nize a fortunate circumstance in the power appliances,
is6.
An
edict
Mexico City, July
of war.
the
of
department
charge
archbiliberality of the
be able
will
Madero
President
sued by the archbishop of Mexico,
Thus
shop. This spirit of liberality found to
in constant, touch with the
Right Rev. Dr. Jose Mora y del Rio,
keep
votexpression In the edict wherein
exhorting all Catholics to unite and to ers were advised to select upright and commanders In the field regardless of
aftake an active part In the political
of the land service. The
honorable men without prejudice Interruption
for the stations has alfairs of the nation, is causing much
equipment
not
their
of
who
were
against those
ready been ordered.
speculation and not a little uneasiness own faith.

ruins and no new ones are being built.
This condition is alo Laving a serious effect on marriage in the rural
districts. Bridal couples of the workcannot find homes and
ing clause
the overcrowding has become o bad
that slum condition are reproduced in
the country, where space should be
ample for all residential requirements,
it In said that the owners of the land
are declining to build on the ground'
that the newly enacted land taxes
make the future of the holdings preca-- J

Now

herefore, we exh i t you in the r.as.'.e
of the Almighty, that vmi do n'l remain divided, but gro.iped together.
Associate yourselves .u unite In order that, as in the first days of the
church, you may form one heart, one
soul with a uniformity of Ideas and
a unity of purpose In the fight Fighting thus, with closed ranks and with
due attention to your leader, you will
ease the tri
fulfill with greaterW

!)

t.

well-know-

In

it"
The exhortation was called forth by
the approaching election of senators
and deputies. In addition to the efforts of the priesthood, the edict has
been posted on the doors of all churches and In conspicuous places throughout the capital.
The archbishop quoted Cardinal
In urging his people to unite, as
follows:
"In cases where the worthy
people are divided In their choice of
candidates, we must confess that it is
a serious evil, which is to be lamented and done away with at all costs.
Ge-na-

The half completed $:,000,000 national theater Is sinking. After nearly
a year of quiet about the magnificent
marble structure, a small army of
men Is at work extending the foundations in an effort to check the subsidence. Nearly 400 tons of cement has
been used within the month In reinforcing the foundation at the southwest point and which It has sunk nearly a foot.
In the meantime work on the inteWith
rior is practically abandoned.
the exception of the curtain, prosce
nium arch and the auditorium dome,
the scheme of decoration Is still un
col
decided.
Samples of flooring,
umns and decorative effects are being
tried from time to time.
The curtain, bearing an exquisite
view of Popocatepetl and Ixtaccihuatl,
is complete and In place. It Is done !n
glass molsalc and Is the work of a

0I1N
OF J

Y .4 ON

The acreage available for partition
among the inhabitants of the repub
lic. In accordance with one of the
provisions of Madero's "Plan of San
Luis Potosl,' haa been computed by
commissioner
appointed for the pur
pose, at 51,870,000 acres (21,000,000

hectares). These lands are distrib
uted throughout the various states
and territories, Qulntana Roo, Sonora
and Chihuahua offering the largest
quotas. In Qulntana Roo there were
found to be available 3,820 hectares,
In Sonora, 5,350 hectares, and In Chi
huahua, 3,102 hectares. Campeche
follows with 1,600, Teplo with 1,344
and the Isthmus of Tehuantepeo, 1,400
hectares. Plans for the partition of
these national lands and placing them
at the disposal of Individuals are be
ing studied by the department of pub
Ho welfare. While the figures provid
ed by the commission appear formid
able. It Is to he remembered that

J

PULPIT
:

an d:

Choir Loft

-

Ma-der- o

political circles as to just what part
the National Catholic party will play
in future elections. Throughout the
month of June, in obedience to the
mandate of the archbishop, the clergy
has "exhorted the faithful to offer
their prayer that the electors may
walk In paths of righteousness," and
has counselled the people to "enter
the fight with a true Christian spir-

(treat trat 1 en.Mii e.i in their (alcu-laikms are arid and urfit for cultivation.

ing service. Subject, 'A Great Fight"
7 p. m.
Christian Endeavor society.
Topic, "The Christian Virtues Hoa-etyRom. 12:917.
8 p. m.
Preaching service. SubFaith."
"A
Great
ject.
,"

8T. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH.
ST. PAUL'8 MEMORIAL CHURCH.
Fifth Sunday after Trinity, July 7,
1812.

Holy communion

7:30.

Sunday school

and holy

9:45.
Holy

,

TtlHi
M!

FOR

o otic

li

RES

n

Saturday at I

a. m.

FIR8T SEVENTH

CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF 80
Rer. Paul Gllberton, pastor.
First mass at 4:30 a. m., third Sun
lay excepted. Second mass 8:30,
sermon in English, hymns rendered
by the children under the direction

CHURCH

1

ADVENT-1S- T

pas-

tor.

'

'

-

tional avenue, hi. C. Anderson, pastor.
Sunday schoe' at 9:45. Preaching at
11 o'clock
Epworth League at 6:45;
evening preaching service at 8:00.
A cordial Invitation Is extended to
til who have no other place of wor
ahlp to attend divine services at this

ihurch.

,

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH.
Main and Eighth, W. R. Qulggln,

Pastor.
10 a. m.
11 a. m.

society at 7 p. m.
A hearty Invitation to all people.
The church particularly welcomes to
the Communion those who may be
strangers or sojourners In the elty.
CHRISTIAN

SHILOH

Bible schooL
Communion and

SCIENCE

BAPTIST

CHURCH

Cor-

ner Columbia and Railroad Avenvss,
preach- - Rev. W. R. Burgess, Pastor.

if

ir

PuMtsMmig Comp ffley.

P

SOCIETY,

Regular services every Sunday morning at 11 o'clock and Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock In . O. R. C. hall.

LE JOBS

OR

7Tn7A?7

DAY

C. McReynolds,

Regular 'services In the Chrls-tlo-n
church, ' corner of Main, and
Eighth street Sabbath school at 2
p. m. every
Sabbath (Saturday)
preaching at 3 p. m. All who are Interested In Bible study are cordially
t the Sisters of Loretto, Third man Invited to attend. '
'
it 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish.
From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Benediction
of the Blessed Sacra.Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor, Dougment ' At the New Mexico Hospital
las avenue and Tenth street.
for the Insane mass every fourth
Morning worship at 11 o'clock with
Sunday by the pastor.
Sacrament of the ' Lord's Supper,
Bible Study and Sunday school sea- -'
FIRST
METHODIST EPISCOPAL
slon at 9:41 a. m. Young People's
CHURCH Cor. Eighth street and Na-

THE.
AD BCISION.

flf

baptism
.

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
baptism and holy commun- CONCEPTION Adrian
Ion
'
Rabeyroll.
.
and sermon 11.
pastor.
This church Is open 'dally for priFirst bum at 7 a. m.; second mw vate prayer and meditation. . !
it 10 a. m. Sunday school la English
tnd Spanish at 1 p. bl, in Spanish at
BAPTIST CHURCH. Corner Main
1:20 p. to. Rosary and benediction
arena and Sixth street, Rev. N. B.
f the bleated sacrament at 7:30 p
Oreen, Pastor.
a.
,
Preaching at 11 a. m.. and 7:30 y.
CathechUm for English
speaking tn. Sunday School at J; 45 a. ra. A.
children on Tuesday 4 p. m and oo M.
Toung People's meeting at 8:30 p.
Saturday 10 a. m.; for Spanish speak tn. The public la Invited.
ug children on Thursday 4 p. m., and

The Optic's job department has won the favorable desision of all persons who
wish first class work. Everything from hand bills to books printed.
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M01RS

AND BINDERS
HART

Try a drum of Old Taylor bourbon
at th Opera Par.
See window display
summer felts. Stress".

iH7

SOMETHING

Put up in air tight friction tp tins and each
can contains enough to make 4s to 50 cups
HOT OR ICED POSTUM

& MARX

H. L. Cutler left this afternoon on
a short business trip to points In
northern New Mexico.

CLOTHES

Lost Near the asylum, a package.
Leave at Optic. C. I Cllne, A. T.
& S. P., Claim Agent,

LUDWIQ Wm. ILFELD
BRIDGE STREET

in

27 Cents Per Can at The Store of

'.TKE'DAIS
THE CASH GROCER.

Phone us for Pie Chtrrlest

N. B.

of new mid'

Finch's Golden Wedding Ry, fd
tht wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of coarse.

DELICIOUS DRINK

A

SCHAFFEIER

Z

W

H. U. Boyer, state manager of the
Fraternal Brotherhood, will 'be here
Monday evening to address a meeting
meals at Porvenlr hotel, please tele
of the Las Vegas lodge of the order.
DEMITREZ IS RECOVERING.
phone before leaving the city to M
George Demitrez, who attempted Mr. Boyer will discuss the new rates
Romero, Porvenlr.
suicide last Monday evening on the that are proposed to be established
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Lowe, who platform of the Santa Fe depot, is re
Ed Smith, sporting,, editor ot the
have been In Las Vegas for several ported to be improving rapidly, and.
some
reliable
perof
Chicago
in
the
American, accompanied by
company
days visiting friends and relatives,
left this afternoon for their home In son, win soon be able to travel. The Mrs. Smith and family, lett this after
local officials have received a tele- noon tor Chicago,
'ihey will make
Albuquerque.
gram from Demitrez'a brother In San the trip by the way of Denver, where
Arthur Barnes, one of the proprie Francisco, who states that he Is un- they will stop several days.
tors of the Cafe de Lnxe,' was called able to come to Las Vegas to take
GOOD GAME PROMISED
suicide back to the Pato Fort Cobb, Oklahoma, where his the would-b. What Is
hosand
ana
the
cific
coast,
police
un
expected to be one of the
ill.
Is
is
mother
It
reported quite
derstood Barnes will not return. J. R. pital authorities are "up a tree" to best ball games of the season will be
Rush, Barnes' partner, will continue know what to do with the man. played tomorrow afternoon at AmuseDemitrez Is rational at times, but ment park at which time the Amarillo
to conduct the place.
the state of his mind cannot be de team and the Las Vegas Maroons will
cross bats In the fourth and conclud
E. C. Phelan, Mart Hartman and pended upon.
Jim Duffy, who says he Is a Greek ing game of the series. Rowan, the
Petejr J. Kane were arrested (last
ham-bur- g
star twlrler of the cowboy aggreganight charged with drunkenness, and and who has been conducting a
in
stand
the
R.
t hooting gallery on tion, will be on the slab for the visit
were arraigned before Judge D.
Phelan, who Sixth street, has signified his will- ors, while "Chief Lockhart," who has
Murray this morning.
was arrested by Officer Henry Sena, ingness to accompany Demitrez to been working in tine style in recent
was sentenced to eight days In jail. New Tork, to which place he was en games, will go on the mound for the
Hartman and Kane each drew eight route when taken with a fit of in locals. Rowan has a strikeout recdays, but expect to raise $5 fine and sanity. However, after the fare for ord of 19 men in one game, and with
costs and obtain their release. Of- Duffy to New York has been deduct- him In the box the Amarillo boys are
ficer W. S Fredericks made the ar- ed from Demltrea's money, his funds 'confident that they can take the last
rest of Hartman and Officer P. J. will be nearly exhausted and as Dem game of the four from the Maroons.
Yetserday's contest showed that the
Murphy, took In Kane. ( Adolf o Baca, itrez has no friends or relatives In
who was arrested Thursday evening New York City, the officials do not cowboys can. hit the ball and are fast
by Officer Ed Schafer on the charge think that it would be a wise plan to fielders, and whether the visitors win
of drunkenness, was given a hearing allow him to make the trip. Duffy or not they will give the Meadow City
this morning and was fined $5 and (the Irish translation of the Greek's team a close contest
The games scheduled for Monday,
costs and released.
name) Is in no way related to Demitrez, nor Is he acquainted with him. Tuesday and "Wednesday with Dawson
It may be possible to send Demi- have been cancelled, so tomorrow's
Leaving behind them attachment pro trez to New York in the care of some contest will be the last for over a
ceedings, which detained the shipment good natured traveler, who wants no week. The Maroons wfll go to Raton
of some of their effects, Promoter Jack remuneration. The man intends to a week from
yesterday for a three-gam- e
Curley, the More or Less Honorable sail for Italy after reaching New
after which they will reseries,
James Flynn, Arthur Greiner and the York.
turn home for three with the Gate
rest of the promoters of the "safe
City hunch. After that the Maroons
and sane" celebration of the Fourth SPECIAL RATES
HARVEY'S will leave on a ten days', trip, going
,T
of July In Laa Vegas, left last night
For parties remaining one month or first to Santa Fe, and then up the
for Chicago. Persons having claims
the season. Address Harvey's Denver and Rio Grande railroad to
through
to
against the promoters are said
Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros.' of meet teams in the northern part of
have had some difficulty In finding fice 614 Lincoln avenue.
the state. Sunday's game with Amathem "at home" yesterday. Mr. Flynn
rillo will start promptly at 3 o'clock.
was In a good humor last night for
NOTICE
the first time since he struck town.
Lar Vegas, N. Mi, July 3, 1912.
N. J. Gorham, caBhler bank or
He did not make any great hit with To the Teachers of San Miguel Coun
Woodville, Woodvllle, Ga., had a very
Las Vegans by his roughneck tactics
ty:
severe attack of kidney trouble and
and most of "our fellow townsmen'
The San Miguel county Institute' the pains In his kidneys and back
were delighted to see him whipped.
I got a bottle or Folwill begin on Monday morning the were terrible.
6th day of August, and continue for ey Kidney Pills from our druggist
they entirely relieved me. I have
four weeks. All teachers desiring to and
more benefit from them than any oth
teach the coming year In any of the' er medicine.' O. Q. scnaeter, Red
public schools of San Miguel county, Cross Drug Store.
must attend the Institute, to qualify
under the law. Sail Miguel county Dysentery Is always serious and ofwill need 30 more teachers this year ten a dangerous disease, but It can be
cured.
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
than last.''
and Diarrhoea Remedy has cured it
dolwlll
two
'be
The Institute fee
It's really cheaper to send us
even when malignant and epidemic.
lars, payable before being enrolled. For sale by all dealer
all the big, heavy flat pieces
All teachers are urged to attend the
in your family washing and
(
full four weeks. The Institute will be"
have us wash and Iron them,
he held in the south school building of
and then, do the few remaln- '
''
Las Vegas.
lng pieces, at home yourself,
M. F. DESMARAIS,
than to bother with a washerFRESH EVERY DAY
woman.
County School Superintendent.
'
Our charge for this service toTHE HAiNFORD HEARING.
tals but little for the entire lot
Seattle, Wash., July 6. Judge
of sheets, tablecloths, towels,
personal habits still were
napkins, handkerchiefs, etc.
investigation when' the house Ju
v.
These articles are washed won- subcommittee met today. Sev
diciary
derfully clean and white by our
eral "witnesses
subpoenaed by the
process, and are Ironed with a
The Best In The City
to
committee
testify
against the
fine finish.
to
are
heard.
Chair
be
yet
Judge
Take advantage of the service.
man Graham intimated yesterday that
the majority of the commitee would
scrutinize the evidence offered and
exclude that which was not material.
Breed, Rolls,
Representative Hlggins of Connecticut has openly quarreled with his
colleagues because of their policy ol
Cookies, Pies, CaEes,
against
admitting all the evidence
Judge Hanford that can be obtained
617 Douglas Are
Phone Mala 81
and permitting Hanford's counsel to
Doughnuts,
Introduce only rebuttal.
.

People wanting accommodations or

Our entire line of summer millinery

One-Hal-

f

oft Straw.

I

Supreme in Tailoring, Value, Fit,
Fabric and Style,
in fart theH. S.
and M. mark of
excellence stands
for everything you
should demand ia
a suit Thii Same
Par Excellence is
Manifest in every
make of suit we
handle. Dont-fai- l
to look us over.

e

WE ARE OFFERING

Vra.

AS

GUARANTEED

ROGERS

" SILVERWARE

These consist of Table Knives, Table Forks, Table Spoons,
Dessert Spoons, Tea Spoons, Sugar and Butter-Sets- ,
Oraage
Butter
Coffee
'Spoons,
Spoons, Soup
Spoons, Oyster, Forks,
Spreaders, Berry Spoons, Cold ,Meat Forks,' Gravy Ladles.
.
Three piece Child's Sets.
Let us give you a card worth $5.00. Bring the card to our
store every time you make a cash purchase and have the
amount punched. When the Card is all punched out a total
for your
of $5 .00 we will accept it the same as $l'.00-caschoice of any of the above Silver sets or pieces, and you pay
the few odd cents in cash. Come in and W Sis' explain this to
you more thoroughly. It is worth while. ,

,..l.f..

.

.
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GREENBERGER
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The Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet her GREAT
Thousands of women every7
where now enjoy freedom- - from their kitchens
THROUGH THE STEPS SAVED BY THEIR
HOOSIERS. Look into our Show Window and
be convinced.
v"s.
:

Jm

g. jOHHSEn &' son
EXCLUSIVE LOCAL AGENTS
'

This Service

We have on hand a complete stock of

SCREEN ECG3S, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING

At The Most Reasonable Prices

.

Get our quotations before buying

LAG UEG AS LUMBER GO.
Phone Main 150

-- !

Old

Town1!

Han-ford'- s

BAKERY GOODS

TRY AM AD. IN THE

OPT

BAD LUCK

,

PEACHES

PEAC

PEACilES

ES;

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

Fried Cakes and

5 lb.

Basket For;

g OC

AT THE
ORAAF

& IIAYWARD

CO. STORE

CELERY PLANTS
x

Cinnamon Rolls.

50c PER HUNDRED

PLANT NOW
wsth PERRY
-S-

ONION & SON v

EEDSMEN

&

FLORIST- S-

BOUCHER
"The Store of Satisfaction"
P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

;. FOR VJOMHJ

EHANCIPATOR.

Saves Money

,

DAY

5

G

"WflllTCOLullS"

FOLLOWED

WOSIANTO, THE JND
i

.,-!.-

NEWMAN HAD MORE
TROUBLE THAN A DOZEN

MRS. NANCY
'

OTHER

SUNDAY

DINNER

f

WOMEN.

-

:. ; '

Hawesville, Kyi, July 6. Hancock
county's "trouble woman," mrs. Nancy Newman, is head here atthe age
ot 87 years. She was the last of 13
hrothers and sisters, whose1 stepfather, Captain John Stertrettwas- - the
I
first sheriff of the county.-"came
Joto
NewMrs.
fast
Tragedies
man's life. Her youngest child was
scalded to death in a tanning vat;
the second was burned 'to death on
the home hearth two weeks later.
The third, a Confederate soldier, was
murdered in a riot at Mobile, Ala.
The fourth was killed two. years agi
when a house fell on him. - The fifth
met death in a runaway five years
ago.
A
and a grandson met
violent deaths and the aged woman
herself two weeks ago, nobbing Into
the kitchen for a drink, fell and broke
her leg, which had not begun to mend
son-in-la-

when Bhe died.

CAFE DE LUXE

;

Soup, Chicken Gumbo
Radishes
Green Olives
Roast Beef
Brown Gravy
Or Fricassee of Chicken with
Dumplings
Or Fricandeau Veal Demi
Glace
Creamed Peas
Whipped Potatoes
Lemon Cream Pie
Vanilla Ice Cream and Cake
Tea, Coffee or Milk
Nuts Raisins
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Our Special 35 cent Dinner
Service Unexcelled
Under New Management

